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FINAL REPORT 
The Personnel Occupied Woven Envelope Robot (POWER) concept has evolved over 
the course of the study. Many potential applications were envisioned. See 
Table I. 
TABLE I 
Potential Applications of POWER 
1. Changing out and servicing payloads on the Power Tower payload platform. 
2 .  Maintaining subsystems such as propulsion and attitude control. 
3. Providing satellite and free flyer service. 
4 .  Performing inspections. 
5 .  Supporting the man tended option. 
6 .  Performing remote control operations for hazardous duty. 
7 .  Capturing satellites during final approach. 
8 .  Docking for the orbiter, the orbital maneuvering vehicle anL the or-ita1 
transfer vehicle. 
The original concept utilized the use of a flexible tunnel as a structural 
element. See Figure 1 for the proposal concept of POWER. A careful analysis of 
the advantages and disadvantages of this structural element led to a design with 
much better structural integrity as shown in Figure 2 .  The stack of Stewart 
tables makes a stable flexible mechanism. A complete description of the struc- 
tural considerations were presented in the progress report dated June 1, 1986. 
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Figure 1. Proposal Concept of POWER 
Figure 2 .  Human Occupied Space Teleoperator (HOST) 
An analysis of the tunnel structure and operation showed that a system 
option designed without the tunnel appeared to have certain advantages. One no 
longer needed to provide micrometeriod protection for the tunnel. Air loss due 
to tunnel permeability was avoided and energy used to provide tunnel motion was 
no longer required. Such a system would have the pod dock directly with a mod- 
ule or node port and an astronaut could pass from the Space Station directly to 
the pod. The doors of the pod could remain open when the pod was docked so that 
the Space Station environmental control and life support system (ECLSS) would 
maintain the atmosphere in the pod. The pod would have its own ECLSS for normal 
pod operations. This concept was explained in a progress report dated November 
30, 1987. The system was subsequently unofficially renamed Host (Human Occupied 
Space Teleoperator). See Figure 3. 
v 
Figure 3. HOST With No Tunnel 
This combination of the stacked tables and the pod (HOST) could also be used 
to build Space Station. HOST was sized to fit in the shuttle cargo bay. 
Consequently, HOST could be carried into orbit and used to assemble pieces of 
the truss which were transported to orbit earlier. The astronaut could transfer 
from the orbiter to the pod through the orbiter airlock. He would then operate 
HOST similar to a cherry picker used by power line repairmen on earth. See 
Figure 4 .  He would, however, have the added advantage of the RMS grappler and 
the robotic arms to assist him. The astronaut could disengage HOST from the 
orbiter once a sufficient amount of the truss were assembled. This could be 
accomplished by using the RMS grappler on the pod and the pod's arms as a tempo- 
rary attachment to the truss until the base of the stacked tables were swung 
over to a truss mount and attached. Then, the astronaut could use the truss as 
a base of operations and use HOST to unload the orbiter payload bay on sub- 
sequent trips. Re-entry of the astronaut to the orbiter could be accomplished 
by moving the pod back to the orbiter. The astronaut could then leave the pod 
and disengage the pod from the airlock. Thus, HOST would be available for use 
on subsequent trips, and would remain in orbit. 
Figure 4 .  HOST Deployed From Orbiter 
Although the tunnel may not be necessary for operation of the pod, a combi- 
nation of stacked Stewart tables and the tunnel would serve as a docking mecha- 
nism (jet-way) for the shuttle at the Space Station. This could allow 
misalignment between the Space Station and the shuttle to be accommodated by the 
tables, while at the same time provide a pressurized passageway for the 
astronauts. See Figure 5 .  
Figure 5 .  Orbiter Docking t o  Host Flexible Tunnel 
Thus, crew transfer between the shuttle and the Space Station would be easily 
accommodated. 
A failure modes and effects analysis was presented in a progress report 
dated June 1, 1987. Specific failure mode probability would need to be per- 
formed during hardware design. 
1) base airlock hatch, 2 )  personnel access tunnel, 3) segment base truss 
structures, 4 )  segment actuator, and 5 )  control pod. The conclusion of the 
analysis was that further study of the failure modes and effects was necessary 
during specific hardware design, but that no insurmountable difficulties were 
encountered. 
Five major systems or elements were considered: 
An accommodations assessment showed that HOST could be designed to fit into 
the payload bay, and that structural attachment at both ends and several places 
in between would be required for transport. No unusual orbiter services or 
accommodations would be required. 
Accommodations on Space Station showed the primary interface would be the 
pod attached to a station resource node once the Station was built. 
the extension truss could be mounted to the Station structure or to a rail that 
the mobile servicer would use. Standard Space Station services would be used 
except that 28 volt direct current might be used to drive the actuators; more 
electrical trade-off studies need to be done. Particular attention needs to be 
paid to the power consumption of the actuators and of the electronics. Both of 
these elements were conservatively rated for the purpose of this study. Yet, 
this study uncovered no major difficulties. 
The base of 
A considerable effort was expended on modeling and simulating HOST on a 
Silicon Graphics Integrated Raster Imaging System (IRIS) work station. A 
detailed description of the solid modeling work is given in Appendix A, one of 
the computer generated solid model images is shown in Figure 6 .  This shows the 
edge of the Space Station module, the micrometeoroid protection canister for the 
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tunnel, the stack of Stewart tables, and the pod. A detailed derivation of the 
equations used in the kinematic studies is given in Appendix B, one of the com- 
puter generated images displayed on the IRIS work station is shown in Figure 7. 
This shows the solid model of the Space Station with a stack of Stewart tables 
attached. 
"mouse". 
pod, and the lengths of the actuators. A brief video tape of the work is 
The stack motion is controlled by keyboard input and a computer 
The numbers on the screen give the position and orientation of the 
i 
Figure 6 .  HOST Attached to Space Station 
Figure 7. Computer Simulation of POWER 
Several areas could use further definition. In particular: 1) a pod design 
incorporating all requirements and Space Station constraints, 2 )  loads, dynamic 
disturbances and further control schemes, 3) orbiter interfaces and initial 
operations from the orbiter, 4 )  Space Station storage during early assembly, and 
5 )  a high efficiency actuator design and other items mentioned in an earlier 
progress report. 
In summary, HOST provides many potential advantages as seen on Table 11. We 
recommend that a Phase A definition be completed under direction of a NASA Field 
Center. 
Table I1 
Advantages of HOST 
HOST System Provides Accessibility for Multiple Space Station Tasks 
without EVA 
HOST Uses Low Risk Technology 
HOST System Saves Crew Time and Reduces Fatique 
POD to Node Attachment Offers Lower Complexity and Direct POD Acess 
Tunnel/Table Structure Alone Offers Attractive Concept for Orbiter Mating 
with Station by means of Extendable "Jet-Way'' from Station to Orbiter 
HOST System Offers Flexibility and Growth 
- Potential Use from Orbiter - Two Modes (POD/HOST or POD only w/RMS) 
- Use as Station Docking Port Extension for Orbiter 
- Fixed Attachment of HOST at Space Station 
- Moveable Attachment Location on Space Station (Rail Mount) 
- Evolution to Space Station Proximity Free Flyer 
System Complements or Substitutes for other EVA/Maneuverable Systems 
APPENDIX A 
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Preface 
The project described in this report has been done at the Center for Applied Op- 
tics, University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH), Huntsville, Alabama, U.S.A., 
in cooperation with the Johnson Research Center of the same university. 
Some of the early results of this project have been published in a progress 
report submitted to NASA [Wessling-87a]. An integral version of the re- 
mainder of this report will be published in a final report about the flexible 
robot arm POWER (Personnel Occupied Woven Envelope Robot) in Fall 1987 
[Wessling-87b]. 
The graphics software is developed on the “IRIS” (Integrated Raster Imaging 
System) workstation of Silicon Graphics. The IRIS is a high performance work- 
station and is state-of-the-art at this moment. It performs most of the graphical 
manipulations in hardware. The heart of the IRIS is a custom VLSI-chip called 
the “Geometry Engine”. The workstation has twelve Geometry Engines (four 
for matrix multiplications, six for the clipping system, and two for scaling). 
These Geometry Engines are controlled by the application/graphics processor 
(the 32-bits Motorola 68020). The video framebuffer has 32 bitplanes and each 
bitplane has a resolution of 1024 by 768 pixels. The geometry engines in com- 
bination with the 32 bitplanes enable the user to do real time animation of a 
wire model or hardware z-buffering for elimination of hidden surfaces. 
I would like to thank Dr. Francis C. Wessling (Associate Director of the 
“Consortium for Materials Development in Space” and Principle Investigator of 
the POWER-project) for the fruitful cooperation. I would also like to thank 
Dr. Amar Choudry (Senior Research Scientist-Center for Applied Optics) for 
guiding my project and making my stay in the United States possible. 
And finally, I would like to thank my Dutch friends in the United States: Paul 
Janssen for his cooperation in this project (he developed the control algorithms 
for POWER), Jeroen van der Zijp for his useful comments made on draft versions 
of this text, and especially Emile Fiesler for his support. He was of great help 
to me in matters of English language and mathematics. 
Vincent Harrand 
July 1987 
Huntsville, Alabama, U.S.A. 
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Project Description 
The goal of this project is the development of methods and algorithms for solid 
modeling. The results of this will be used for a NASA-project, which is a 
feasibility study of a flexible robot arm (POWER: Personnel Occupied Woven 
Envelope Robot, Grant # NAGW-847 from the Office of Space Science and 
Applications). This flexible robot arm is designed to be attached to the Space 
Station. The NASA-project includes a graphical simulation of the flexible robot 
arm. For this reason and for publicity purposes there is need for a graphical 
model of the robot arm (including a simple model of the Space Station). 
Although the goal of this project is practical, there will be an emphasis 
on the theoretical aspects of solid modeling. Solid modeling is a very broad 
subject. Basic concepts, needed for the graphical simulation, such as modeling 
and viewing transformations, wire models, shaded polygon models, etc. are 
assumed to be known by the reader. For more information see [Newman-811, 
[Rogers-76] and [Rogers-85]. The structure of the flexible robot arm is complex. 
The representation of solids must not constrain the shape of it. Therefore the 
major research goal is the mathematical description of free-form surfaces and 
the rendering of these surfaces on the screen. 
2 
Abstract 
The purpose of this project is solid modeling for the flexible robot arm POWER 
(Personnel Occupied Woven Envelope Fbbot). 
The first three chapters describe the solid modeling part. The first chapter 
gives an introduction to solid modeling; what kind of representations of solids 
do exist and what are their corresponding (dis)advantages. The second chapter 
deals with the mathematical description of surfaces of solids. The author has 
chosen the Bezier representation of surfaces. The actual surface is approximated 
with a recursive subdivision algorithm. In order to  perform the subdivision in 
hardware the original algorithm of [Lane-8Oa] has been reformulated by the 
author. The developed algorithm gives, with the standard built-in hardware of 
the IRIS workstation, a reduction of computing time of more than 60%. Chapter 
three describes the rendering of the mathematical model on the screen. The 
shading is determined by a local illumination model. This model provides three 
aspects of natural light, i.e. diffuse reflection, specular reflection, and ambient 
light. The visual appearance of the model on the screen can be enhanced by 
applying Gouraud shading. The intersection of surfaces and the removal of 
hidden surfaces is solved by making use of the r-buffer algorithm. 
And finally, chapter four gives an introduction about the flexible robot arm 
and describes the application of the theory of the first three chapters for mod- 
eling the flexible robot arm. 
3 
List of Mathematical Symbols Used in this Text 
X 
I E identity matrix 
X' 
X-' 
X' 
E capital letter denotes matrix (contents can be derived from context) 
I matrix X with the order of the rows reversed 
E inverse of matrix X 
E transpose of matrix X 
s, t ,  u, u E parametric variables 
Pi, Pij E control point of curve or surface (vector consists of c,  y, and z) 
0 
[0, 11 (r) E combinations (m,  n)  =: 6 m z n  m,n=0 ,1 ,  ... 
E innerproduct of two vectors 
closed interval, continuous values 
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1 Representations of Solids 
1.1 Introduction 
This section is mainly based on [RequichaAO], [Requicha-81], [Requicha-83], and 
[Eastman-841. There exists a substantial amount of techniques for solid model- 
ing, for example Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG), octree/voxels, triangula- 
tions, Bezier/B-spline surfaces, and wire frames. The internal representation of 
an abstract solid in a solid modeler is very important in relation to a specific 
application. For example every method has constraints on surface complexity 
and derivation of geometrical properties. None of the known representations 
can be characterized as the best for every application. 
Geometric algorithms do not manipulate physical solids; rather, they manip- 
ulate data which represent solids. Suppose that flat-faced solid polyhedra have 
to be represented and that an edge-based approach is taken. For each edge its 
begin and end point are stored. It is clear that the edges are represented unam- 
biguously, but that is not what has to be represented. Therefore the following 
questions are important [Requicha-811: 
0 Do edges supply enough information about a solid polyhedron to make it 
possible to compute the appearance, volume and other geometrical prop- 
erties of the polyhedron? 
0 Does an arbitrary collection of edges represent a solid polyhedron? If not, 
how can one be assured that geometric algorithms operate on valid data. 
0 How does one determine if two ostensibly different representations corre- 
spond to the same solid? 
0 Can some geometric properties be computed from one representation, but 
not (or better) from another? 
Which representation is the best? 
A general framework for classification of representations is needed for answering 
these questions. This will be discussed in section 1.2. With this framework it is 
pmsible to show the most important characteristics of each representation. In 
section 1.3 an overview is given of some important representations with their 
characteristics. 
1.2 
First of all, the properties of an abstract solid have to be defined: 
Mathematical properties of representations of solids 
0 Rigidity: an abstract solid must have an invariant configuration or shape 
which is independent of the solid’s location or orientation. 
1 REPRESENTATIONS OF SOLIDS 8 
0 Description of volume: a solid must have an interior, and a solid’s bound- 
ary can not have isolated or dangling portions. 
0 Closure under rigid motions and certain Boolean operations: rigid motions 
(translations and/or rotations) or operations that add or remove material 
(welding, machining) must, when applied to solids, produce other solids. 
0 Finite describability: there must be some finite aspect of solids (e.g. a 
finite number of faces) to ensure that they are representable in computers. 
A representation scheme is a relation between abstract solids and representa- 
tions. The modeling space M consists of all the abstract solids. The collection 
of all syntactically correct representations is called a representation space R. 
The representation scheme s is defined as the relation s : M -+ R. 
0 Domain: the domain D of a representation scheme characterizes the de- 
scriptive power of the scheme, the domain is the set of entities repre- 
sentable in the scheme. In most cases the domain of the representation 
scheme will not equal the modeling space M .  
0 Range: The range V of a representation scheme is the set of representa- 
tions which are valid. To ensure the representational validity we either 
have to check this after construction of the database, or representation 
schemes are needed in which all the representations are valid. Normally 
the range of the representation scheme is a subset of the representation 
space R. 
0 Completeness: A representation is unambiguous or complete if it corre- 
sponds to a single object in the domain. A representation scheme s is 
unambiguous or complete if all of its valid representations are unambigu- 
ous (if the inverse relation s-l is a function). 
0 Uniqueness: a representation r is unique if its corresponding object does 
not admit other representations in the scheme (if s(s-l) = r ) .  A repre- 
sentation scheme is unique if all of its valid representations are unique (if 
s is a function). 
The foregoing definitions may informally be summarized as follows. A represen- 
tation is invalid if it does not correspond to any solid. A valid representation is 
ambiguous if it corresponds to several solids. A solid has nonunique represen- 
tations if it can be represented in several ways by the scheme. 
Representation schemes which are both unambiguous and unique are highly 
desirable because they are one-bone mappings. This implies that distinct 
representations in such schemes correspond to distinct objects, and therefore 
object equality can be determined. Equality assessment in schemes which are 
1 REPRESENTATIONS OF SOLIDS 9 
unambiguous but not unique requires more elaborate techniques. For example, 
two sets of points may be tested for equality by determining whether their 
symmetric difference is the null set. 
Most representation schemes for geometric entities are nonunique for at least 
two reasons: 
0 substructures in a representation may be permuted, and 
0 distinct representations may correspond to differently positioned but con- 
gruent copies of a single geometric entity. 
In addition to these formal properties it is possible to define some informal 
properties. These informal properties are important for practical usage, but 
can not be formalized in a useful way. 
0 Conciseness: the amount of data that has to be stored for a particular 
solid must be as low as possible. 
0 Ease of creation: the’ease with which representations may be created by 
users of modeling systems, especially if the users are human, must be as 
low as possible. 
1.3 Evaluation of different solid modeling techniques 
In this section some important representation schemes are discussed. For each 
scheme the characteristics and the typical applications are given. 
Finite-point-sets If a computer representation of a physical solid has to be 
made, an usual approach consists of measuring a large number of points 
lying on the boundary of the object. This representation is ambiguous. 
Voxels The voxel (volume element) method is essentially a spatial occupancy 
enumeration scheme. A solid consists of all small cubes that lie in a fixed 
spatial grid. Spatial arrays are unambiguous and unique (except for posi- 
tional uniqueness), but they are quite verbose. A typical application is the 
representation of organic structures. The data is acquired by making cross- 
sections of a structure (computer tomography). Each cross-section defines 
one layer of cubes of the voxel-representation. The voxel representation is 
one of the methods for constructing an unambiguous representation from 
an ambiguous finite-set-of-points representation. 
Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) CSG uses combinations of solid prim- 
itives. These primitives can be combined via certain operations, such as 
a motion (translation/rotation) and/or a Boolean operation. The primi- 
tives are simple solids, for example a cube, sphere, cylinder, and a pyramid. 
CSG schemes are unambiguous, but not unique. The domain of the CSG 
1 REPRESENTATIONS OF SOLIDS 10 
scheme depends on the used primitives and operations. All the represen- 
tations made with this scheme are valid, concise and easy to create. A 
typical application of this scheme is the representation of (unsculptured) 
mechanical parts. 
Boundary representation A solid is represented by segmenting its boundary 
into a finite number of faces, and each face is represented by (for exam- 
ple) its bounding edges and vertices. Faces should satisfy the following 
conditions: 
0 A face of an object is a subset of the object’s boundary. 
0 The union of all the faces of an object equals the object’s boundary. 
0 A face must have an area and must not have dangling edges or iso- 
Planar faces may be represented by their bounding edges, but nonplanar 
faces have to be represented in a different way. Nonplanar surfaces can 
be represented by either Bezier or B-spline techniques. In order to get 
an unambiguous boundary representation scheme, the faces have to be 
represented unambiguously. The domain of the boundary representation 
is at least as rich as those of CSG-schemes. [Requicha-801 gives some 
examples of topological and metric conditions for checking the validity 
of a boundary representation. Boundary representations are quit verbose 
and sometimes difficult for humans to  construct. 
lated points. 
The different representation schemes with their corresponding (dis)advantages 
gives rise to hybrid solid modelers. These solid modelers use combinations 
of schemes and combine the power of two schemes. Bidirectional conversion 
between most of the schemes is not possible. And if the conversions are possible, 
then they are only known by a very small group of researchers [Requicha-83]. 
The author has chosen the boundary representation because of the “unlim- 
ited” domain of this representation. The domain mainly depends on the chosen 
representation for sculptured surfaces. In this case the Bezier representation 
has been chosen for description of surfaces. Some general disadvantages of the 
scheme (representations are difficult t o  create and rather verbose) are not im- 
portant in this project. The Space Station and the flexible robot arm are only 
defined once by the programmer. 
The definition of the planar faces (including the surface normal) is very 
straightforward and can be found in pagers-851. The same illumination model 
as for Bezier surfaces can be used for planar surfaces. This illumination model 
is described in chapter 3.2. In the next chapter the Bezier representation of 
surfaces will be discussed. 
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2 Surface Description and Generation 
2.1 Introduction 
The representation of the surface of various kinds of solids requires some special 
mathematical methods, because the classical mathematics does not provide ade- 
quate methods for conveniently creating surfaces that will satisfy certain design 
criteria. In this section a brief survey of mathematical constructions used for 
defining a curve or a surface is given. 
For a plane curve, the explicit nonparametric equation takes the general 
form: 
In this form, there is only one y value for each x value. This explicit form can 
not represent closed or multiple-valued curves. This limitation can be overcome 
by using an implicit equation of the general form: 
Y = f ( X I  
.Both explicit and implicit nonparametric equations are axis dependent. And 
moreover, geometric modeling requires surfaces that are bounded in some sense 
which can not be represented by a nonparametric function at all. This is one 
of the most important reasons for using parametric equations. When using a 
parametric representation, a space curve is given by a set of three functions 
t = x ( t ) ,  y = y(t), and z = ~ ( t )  of a parameter t .  A surface is represented by 
x = x ( u ,  v ) ,  y = y(u, v ) ,  and z = z(u, v ) .  Normally the parametric variables are 
bounded on the interval [OJ]. This restriction gives rise to curve and surface 
boundaries. In practice, the parametric representation is still not suitable for 
geometric modeling, because each shape has its own equations and therefore 
needs its own computer programs. It is very convenient to have one general 
form for describing an arbitrary curve or a surface. Such general forms exist 
and one of them is the Bezier form. 
2.2 Bezier surfaces 
There exists a lot of good reference material about Bezier curves and surfaces, 
for example [Rogers-76] and [Mortenson-851. 
The Bezier curves and surfaces are named after P. Bezier. He worked at  the 
French automobile company of Renault, where he developed the Unisurf system 
for designing sculptured surfaces of automobile bodies. 
Bezier started with the principle that any point on a curve segment must be 
given by a parametric function of the following form: 
m 
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where the vectors Pi represent m + 1 vertices of a polygon. These vertices 
are called control points. The blending function f j ( t )  determines the effects or 
contributions of the control points to the resulting curve. This means that the 
control points only determine the shape of the curve and that the control points, 
except for the begin and end points, lie not on the curve itself. Bezier wanted 
to establish certain properties and was looking for specific blending functions to 
meet these requirements. Some of these properties are: 
1) The functions must interpolate the first and last control points; that is, 
the curve segment must start at PO and end at Pm. 
2) The tangent at PO must be given by PI - PO, and the tangent a t  Prn by 
Pm - Pm-l. This gives direct control of the tangent to the curve at  each 
end. This is important for combining two or more curves. 
3) The functions j i ( t )  must be symmetric with respect to t and (1 - t). This 
means that the sequence of the vertex points can be reversed without 
changing the shape. 
Some more general properties of Bezier curves are (Newman-811: 
4) The parametric formulation of the Bezier curve allows it to represent mul- 
tiple valued curves. 
5 )  A Bezier curve is independent from the chosen coordinate system used to 
measure the control points. 
6) Bezier curves are variation diminishing. This means that the curves are 
very smooth and that there are no oscillations or other irregularities. 
Bezier chose a family of functions called Bernstein polynomials to satisfy these 
conditions: 
So equation 1 becomes: 
rn 
For most of the applications a cubic curve is used, i.e. there are four control 
points and m = 3. Figure 1 depicts the blending function curves for m = 3. The 
first control point Po, whose contribution to the curve's shape is determined by 
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I 
J3D 
contribution 1 
Ja.1 J3.r 
0 
Figure 1: blending functions 
Jm,o(t) is the most influential when t = 0. The other control points do not 
contribute to B(t)  for t = 0, since their associated blending functions are zero. 
A symmetrical situation occurs for P3 when t = 1.  Control points PI and P2 
are most influential when t = 5 and t = $, respectively. Sa there is a shift in 
the influence of each control point as the parametric variable t moves through 
its range from 0 to 1 (this is called blending). 
When joining two Bezier curves, the first (and second) derivatives at begin 
and end points have to be evaluated. They are (for rn = 3) :  
B(t)  = ( 1  - t )3Po + 3t ( l  - t)2P1 + 3t2(1 - t)P2 + t3P3 
B’(t) = -3(1 - t)2Po + (9t2 - 1% + 3)Pl + (-9t2 + 6t)Pz + 3t2P3 
B’(0) = 3(P1 - Po) 
B’(1 )  = 3(P3 - P2) 
B”(t) = (-6t + 6)Po + (18t - 12)Pi + (-18t + 6)P2 + 6tP3 
B”(0) = 6(Po - 2P1 + P2) 
”(1) = 6(P3 - 2P2 + P I )  
This illustrates that the first derivative of the Bezier curve at the begin and 
end points depends only on the nearest two control points. And the second 
derivative depends on the nearest three control points. Continuity requirements 
between adjacent Bezier curves can therefore be easily met. 
This model can be extended for defining surfaces. This can be done by 
taking the Cartesian product of the basis function (Bernstein) with respect to  
pAGF. 
p o o R  Q U A L r n  
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Figure 2: Bezier surface with mesh of 16 control points 
the two orthogonal directions. This results in the following equation: 
B ( u , v )  = g (Y)d(l- u)m-i (; (;)q - v ) * - j  Pij (4) 
i = O  
Equation 4 can be simplified to: 
m n  
i = O  j = O  
With (u,  v )  E [0,1] x [0,1], m and n are the degrees of the polynomial with 
respect to the u and v directions, and the P,, are the control points. Figure 2 
depicts a mesh of 16 control points (m,n = 3) with the corresponding Bezier 
surface. 
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2.3 Approximation of the surface with recursive subdivi- 
sion 
This section describes the approximation of the Bezier surface, by means of 
a recursive subdivision of the convex hull formed by the control points. An 
introduction to  this subject is given by [Lane-80b]. A more detailed description 
can be found in [Lane-80a]. 
If the Bezier representation of a surface is known, it can be displayed on a 
screen with curves of constant parameter. See figure 2. This is very straight- 
forward and gives no special problems. In order to display the surface with 
shading techniques, in each point the normal vector of the surface has to be 
known. The calculation of the surface normal is computationally very expensive 
[Mortenson-85]. Therefore, the surface normal will not be calculated directly, 
but by means of an approximation of the surface. The approximation of the sur- 
face will be acquired by a recursive subdivision of the surface, Le. the polynomial 
over the parametric range [0,1] is replaced by a combination of two polynomials, 
one over [0, $1, the other over [i, 11. Each of them is reparametrized so that it 
is defined over [0,1]. As the process of subdivision continues, the polyhedron 
formed by the control points approaches the actual surface. In rendering, the 
subdivision process is carried out until the convex hull of the control points is 
planar with linear edges. The calculation of the surface normals then becomes 
very easy and is described in section 2.5. 
2.3.1 
A short outline of the mathematical proof of the subdivision algorithm in [Lane- 
SOa], with some additional remarks, is given here. 
Proof of the subdivision method 
The following properties of the Bernstein polynomials will be important in 
the formulation of the subdivision algorithm. 
Lemma 2.1 (Convez Hull Property) The Bernstein basis function i s  nonnega- 
tive on [0,1] and sums identically to I ,  i.e. 
when  Jm,i(t) 1 0, V t  E [0, 11, when  i E (0, 1, . . . , m) and m is a positive integer. 
Proof: The basis function i s  nonnegative on [0,1]. The binomial ezpansion 
theorem is: 2 (y)an-ibi = ( a +  b)" 
i = O  
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This in combination with equation 6 gives: 
2 ( y ) t ' ( l - t ) m - i = ( t + l - t ) m =  I 
i = O  
In  fact the Bernstein basis function is a weighted average of the control points 
(blending). And this average will always fall within the convex hull of the control 
points. 
0 
Jm,i(t)  = (my $1 - t)m-'tm-(m-') = Jm,m-j(l - t )  
The Bernstein basis function is symmetrical on the interval [O, 11 with respect to 
t and ( 1  - t ) .  This means for ezample that the sequence of control points can be 
reversed without changing the shape of the curve. 
0 
Theorem 2.1 (Subdivision theorem) 
Let Bm[P : 0,1] = Bm[Po, PI , .  . . , Pm : 0,1] be defined as the Bernstein 
polynomial of degree m to the polygon P on interval [0,1]. Polygon P consists of 
the control points Po,. . , , Pm. The original curve over the parametric range [0,1] 
is replaced b y  two curves over the parametric range [0,3]  and [i, 11 respectively. 
Then the curves are reparametrized so that both ge t  defined over the parametric 
range [O, 11. 
Then the reparametrized first half is defined by: 
Bm[P : 0,1] = &[Pool.. P," : 0, i] (7) 
Bm[P : 0 , 1 ] =  Bm[P;, PR-', . . P: : 11 (8) 
and the second half by: 
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Figure 3: subdivision of a cubic Bernstein-based polynomial [Lane-80a] 
where (see figure 3): 
The first equality (7) can be proven by  induction on m (see [Lane-goal). The 
second equality (8) can then be proven by  lemma 2.2, because the symmetric 
relationship must hold. 
0 
If this splitting construction is applied to each of the polygons [Po", Pi , .. . , P,"] 
and [P," , P,"-', . . . , P:], four polygons are generated, which, when concate- 
nated, form a polygon $f of 4m + 1 vertices. Defining $&[PI as the polygon 
derived after k iterations of this algorithm ($& would have 2km + 1 vertices), 
it has to be proven that: 
lim +&[PI = B,[P : 0,1] 
k+m 
Theorem 2.2 (Convergence) 
Let Em[P : 0,1] be the vector-valued Bernstein approximation of degree m 
to the polygon P = [PO,. . , P,], and define the polygon $&[PI as above. Then 
equation 10 must hold. 
The proof of this algorithm can be found in  [Lane-dOa]. The proof is based on 
lemma 2.1. The polyhedron formed b y  the conuez hulls of all the subcurves will 
get closer and closer to the actual curve, because the area of each convex hull 
is getting smaller and each subcurve must lie within the cornsponding conuez 
hull. So the whole subdivision process converges to the actual Bezier curve. 
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2.3.2 The subdivision algorithm 
Based on theorem 2.1 an algorithm for subdivision can be derived. Given the 
polynomial coefficients P 5 [Po, PI , . . . , Pn] in terms of the Bernstein basis on 
[0,1] compute the subcurves Q = [Qo, Q1 , ., . , Qn] and R = [&, R1, .  . . , &,I. 
Procedure Curvesplit ( P ,  Q ,  R, n) 
step 1 :  [initialize] 
Q'P 
R, + Q n  
step 2:  [compute coefficients] 
for j = 1 to n 
begin 
QTMP2 + Qj-1 
for k = j to n 
begin 
Q T M P l  - QTMP2 
QTMP2 + ( Q k - i +  Q a ) P  
Qk-1- Q T M P l  
end 
Qn + QTMP2 
&,-j + QTMP2 
end 
return 
A similar algorithm exists for surface subdivision. The surface B(u, v )  is subdi- 
vided in two steps, namely: 
1 )  Subdivision of the surface in the u direction, which results in two subsur- 
faces. 
2 )  Subdivision of these two subsurfaces in the v direction, which results in a 
total of four subsurfaces. 
The surface subdivision algorithm SurfSplit(P, Q ,  R, SI T,  m, n )  can be found 
in Appendix B. 
In fact these algorithms do only one subdivision. A good approximation of 
the surface can be obtained by a recursive subdivision, in the following way: 
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Procedure Surface-Generation (P,  m, n) 
if ‘planarity of P’ 5 Tolerance then 
else 
Draw-onscreen( P) 
begin 
SurfSplit(P, Q, R, S, T, m, n) 
Surface-Generation(Q, m, n)  
Surface-Generation(R, m, n) 
Surface-Generation(S, m, n )  
Surface-Generation(T, m, n) 
end 
return 
Notes on the algorithm: 
recursion depth 
The recursive subdivision of the surface is a logarithmic process. After 
k iterations there are 4‘ subsurfaces. The screen has approximately 1M 
pixels. If the surface is subdivided until pixel-size, the maximum recursion 
depth is 10. This limits the number of iterations and hence the amount 
of dynamic data-storage that is required. 
cracks 
If the subpatches are relatively big, it is possible that there are some 
cracks (small empty areas between adjoining patches) in the total surface, 
because the subpatches are not completely planar, nor are their edges 
straight. In [Tamminen-85] a “Surface Integrity Filter” is described. This 
filter is based on quadtrees. This filter can be avoided by requiring that 
the planarity of P is within a tolerance of less than 1 pixel. 
planarity estimation of surface P 
If the planarity of surface P is within a certain tolerance (for example 
1 pixel) then the subdivision is ready and the patch P can be displayed 
on the screen. [Lane-80a] and [Mudur-86] describe some algorithms for 
planarity estimations. These estimations are based on an approximation 
of the planarity of the convex hull rather than on the surface itself (see 
lemma 2.1). These estimations involve a lot of computation. In practice 
the area of a patch will be chosen very small (towards one or a small 
number of pixels). This is important for the visual appearance of the 
surface on the screen (smoothness and no cracks). Therefore (in this 
implementation) not the planarity but the area of the patch is estimated. 
And an estimation of the area is very simple to acquire. 
The procedure Draw-onScreen(P) is a formalization of the theory dis- 
cussed in chapter 3 “The Rendering of the Mathematical Model”. 
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2.3.3 Reformulation of the subdivision algorithm 
Each patch can have hundreds (or even thousands) of subpatches. Every reduc- 
tion in computation time of the subdivision algorithm is therefore important. 
The Bezier algorithm can be described as a series of matrix multiplications. 
A matrix multiplication can be done in (dedicated) hardware. If the matrix- 
approach can be extended for the subdivision algorithm, there will be a tremen- 
dous reduction of computation time, because implementation in hardware is 
much faster then in software. In this project, the hardware of the IRIS work- 
station can be used (the IRIS hardware performs a 4 by 4 matrix multiplication 
intended for viewing transformations, etc.; this facility is user-accessible). 
Derivation of the matrix formulation of Bezier curves: 
where 
Jm, i ( t )  = (T)t i ( l  - t )"- i  
for m = 3 equation 12 becomes: 
The Bezier curve in matrix notation: 
If the three matrices on the right-hand side of equation 13 are represented 
by respectively T ,  J ,  and P ,  then: 
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B(t )  = T J P  (14) 
Subdivision is a technique for deriving the set of four control points e' 
defining a curve B(u) such that B(u) = B(t) ,  where the u-range is the first half 
of the t-range, Le.: 
(1) B(u)  is the first half of the original curve B(2), and 
(2) the relation between the U-values and the t-values is: t = i u .  
The curve B(u) is defined as: 
B(u) = ( u3 u2 u 1 ) JP'=UJP'  (15) 
In order to  find PI, the equations 14 and 15 are written as a function of one 
parameter. The first half can be described (with parameter u) as: 
The matrix ( ( 3 ~ ) ~  (4.)' i u  1 ) can  be rewritten as: 
B(u) = UJP' = U S J P  * 
P I  = J - I S J P  
The first three matrices on the right-hand side of the equal sign can be 
precalculated (this will be represented by S') and subsequently used to do a 
curve subdivision at the cost of a single matrix multiplication. The calculation 
of S' can  be found in Appendix C. 
S' and P' can be calculated as follows: 
S' = J"SJ 
P' = S'P 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
8 
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The matrix SI is only suitable for the first half of the curve. In order to get 
the second half of the curve B ( t )  (i.e. the control points P"), it is possible to: 
a) reverse the order of the rows1 of P and S' (this can be done because of 
lemma 2.2), or 
b) redefine the matrix SI (this will result in the matrix SI'). 
The last option is computationally the best, therefore SI' has to be derived. 
a) and b) can be more formally described as: 
a) P" = S"P' 
b) PI' = S"P 
Lemma 2.3 P' = I'P I * = m  bym,  P = m  b y n  
The order of the rows of P can be inverted by  multiplying I' with P .  
The general definition of a matrix multiplication is: 
Equation 16 can now be simplified to: 
With lemma 2.3 P' can be replaced by I'P, so: 
The calculation of S" can be found in Appendix C. 
'notation: X* meam that the order of the rows of matrix X hsr, been inverted, thus 
Xo. := Xm-,+l,j, when X has m rows. ,I 
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With these two matrices (SI and SI') it is possible to divide the curve in 
two separate curves. For surface subdivision this model has to be extended. 
The subdivision of a Bezier surface patch results in 4 subpatches. This can 
be done by subdividing each column and subsequently subdividing each row. 
The column subdivision results in two subpatches. Each of these subpatches is 
divided in another direction (row-subdivision), which results in 4 subpatches. 
St and SI' can be used for the column subdivision. For the row subdivision two 
other matrices have to be defined. 
There are two methods for doing the row subdivision, namely: 
a) transpose the matrix P I  and use S' to obtain the first subpatch, or 
b) define a new matrix SI". 
This can be more formally described in the following way: 
a) and b) combined: 
(note the reversion of the matrix order) 
The calculation of SI" can be .,und in Appendix C. 
The second subpatch for row subdivision can be obtained by either: 
a) reverse the columns of S"' and P I  or 
b) define a new matrix S"" 
Lemma 2.4 The order of the columns of a square matriz A (n by  n)  can be 
reversed by  multiplying with I * .  The proof is analogue to  the proof of lemma 2.9 
0 
a) and b) can be more formally described with lemma 2.4: 
a) pnrr = pI*sl i 'I* 
b) pill1 = PSIIN 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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With lemma 2.3 the equation for SNN can be simplified to: 
The calculation of St'" can be found in Appendix C. 
There are four matrices derived for subdivision of surfaces. The new algorithm 
for subdivision of surface P is as follows: 
P G P;, is the original surface. Q z Qi,, R E a,, S 3 Si,, and T E Tij are 
the four resulting subsurfaces (with i ,  j = 1, . . . ,4). 
Procedure Surfsplit (P, Q, R, S, T )  
begin 
[split P in u direction] 
u = SIP 
B = S"P 
[split U in v direction] 
Q = US"' 
s = US"" 
[split B in v direction] 
R = BS"' 
T = BS"" 
end 
Evaluation 
The new algorithm is very elegant compared to the solution of [Lane-8Oa] 
(see appendix A). Both algorithms were implemented for comparing their perfor- 
mances. The new algorithm gives more than 60% reduction in computing time. 
The IRIS workstation provides only a software driven 32 bits (hardware) matrix 
multiplier. However, if special hardware could be used, a further reduction in 
computing time would be realized. 
In [Pulleyblank-87] the feasibility of a VLSI-chip for ray-tracing bicubic 
patches is studied. One part of the design is the subdivision of the surface. 
I 
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Figure 4: mesh of control points for “the teapot” 
They use a hardware version of Lane’s algorithm. The new matrix algorithm 
would give an improvement for two reasons: 
0 it  requires less hardware than a direct implementation of Lane’s algorithm, 
and moreover 
0 the matrix multiplier can also be used for the viewing and modeling trans- 
The subdivision algorithm, based on matrix multiplications, is a major step 
towards a ’real time solid modeler’. ( At this moment, real time solid modeling 
is an important research goal for companies like Silicon Graphics [Robertson-87: 
Pushing the Limits of 3D technology].) 
formations (projections, translations, and rotations). 
2.4 
In practice one can not model complex objects with only one Bezier surface 
patch. In order to accomplish complex surfaces, it is necessary to join several 
surface patches to  form a composite surface. It is important that the composite 
surface has no discontinuities (Co-continuity) and that the first derivative of the 
surface has no discontinuities either (C1-continuity). These conditions can be 
Composite surfaces & special cases 
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7igure 5: surface of “the teapot” with curves of constant parameter 
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I 
easily met by controlling the position of the control points. In order to achieve 
e-continuity the boundary curves (of the shared boundary) must coincide. 
The four corner control points lie on the patch. The other (8) boundary 
points control the slope of the boundary curves (the vector from a corner point 
to the nearest boundary point is called a tangent vector). The four inner control 
points define the cross slope along the boundary curves (the -called twist vec- 
tors). In order to get C’-continuity the corresponding vectors of both surfaces 
must be collinear. 
Figure 4 shows the mesh of control points of “the teapot”. See for more 
information about “the teapot” [Crow-871. “The teapot” consists of 28 Bezier 
surface patches. Figure 5 depicts the surface of “the teapot” with curves of 
constant parameter. The shaded model of “the teapot” is shown in figure 11. 
An other way of combining surfaces is sweeping a surface along a certain 
curve. Figure 6 and 8 show two examples. Each segment of the tube consists of 
two Bezier surface patches (front & backside). The definition of the sweeping 
curve is done by rotating a certain angle around one of more axis. Later on, 
this model can be extended for sweeping of surfaces along an arbitrary Bezier 
curve. 
Normally a Bezier surface patch has a more or less rectangular grid of control 
points. In some cases it is necessary to deviate from this principle. For example, 
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Figure 6: sweeping of surfaces along a curve 
for modeling a sphere it is convenient to make use of triangular patches. The 
upper part of a sphere can be modeled by combining four triangular surface 
patches. The four coincident vertices form the ‘pole’ and the four opposite sides 
the ‘equator’ of the sphere. A triangular surface can be formed by combining 
the four control points of one side of the patch. This is called a degenerate 
surface. Other types of degenerate surfaces are possible, but most of them are 
of little practical value. 
2.5 Determination of surface normals 
The purpose of the subdivision algorithm is to approximate the surface and 
to determinate the surface normals, necessary for the rendering (in particular 
shading) of the mathematical model on the screen (see chapter 3). 
In general the surface normals have to meet certain requirements, namely: 
0 the normal is outwards (out of 
0 the normal has to be normalize 
the surface) directed, 
:d, and 
In C r .  hn - nnrmsl in a (for Gouraud shading) there hiL bu uv , llullllal 111 ,ach control point. 
If the convex hull formed by the control points of the patch is planar, within a 
given tolerance, the patch may be treated as linear. 
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The determination of the surface normals can be done in three ways (with 
increasing exactness and complexity), namely: 
The convex hull is considered to be a planar four sided polygon. In this 
case the surface normal can be calculated by taking the cross product of 
two sides (the sides considered to be a vector). So the whole patch has 
one surface normal, and hence one shade. 
The patch is described by a mesh of 16 control points. In fact, the convex 
hull is a polyhedron and consists of 9 subpatches (see figure 2). These 
subpatches are considered to be planar. With two edges of each subpatch, 
the surface normal of the entire subpatch can be calculated by taking 
the cross product. Therefore, the subpatch gets one shade and the whole 
patch get nine shades. 
Each control point has one, two or four coincident subpatches for a cor- 
ner, an edge or an inner control point respectively. The normal in each 
control point can be calculated by taking the average over all the surface 
normals of the coincident subpatches. With this normal the shade of that 
point can be calculated (see section 3.2). The shades of the other surface 
points will be calculated by linear interpolation of the shades at the con- 
trol points. (see Gouraud shading, section 3.3). This approach will give 
the best results, because each point on the surface gets its own shade. 
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3 Rendering of the Mathematical Model 
3.1 Introduction 
If the mathematical model of an object is known, including the surface normals 
at certain points on its surface, the object can be displayed on the screen. The 
first step is the determination of the shade at each point of the surface where 
the surface normals are known. In this cme a local illumination model (with 
highlighting) is used. 
The second (optional) step is a linear interpolation of these shades (at certain 
points on the surface) throughout the whole surface. This is known as Gouraud 
shading. If Gouraud shading is not used, the whole (sub)patch gets one shade 
(see section 2.5). 
The last step is the removal of (parts of) surfaces, which are not visible from 
the point of view (hidden surface elimination). In addition to surfaces, which 
are not visible, some surfaces intersect with each other. Both problems can be 
solved with the z-buffer algorithm. 
3.2 Illumination model and Shading 
A lot of articles are written about shading and illumination models. Some ref- 
erences are [Amanatides-87], [Lorig861 and [Rogers-85]. An illumination model 
involves physical and psychological aspects, neither of these aspects will be dis- 
cussed here. 
When a light ray falls on a surface, it can be absorbed or reflected. The 
amount of reflected light from the surface of an object depends on the direction 
(and type) of the light source, the surface orientation and the surface properties 
of the object. This means that the shading calculations are only based on local 
properties, i.e. the overall setting of the surface in the total scene is ignored 
(local illumination model). 
Illumination models usually consist of a number of components, each com- 
ponent designed to simulate some aspect of light. The used illumination model 
consists of three components, namely ambient light, diffuse reflection and spec- 
ular reflection. 
Ambient light 
Ambient light is a light source, which illuminates all points of the object 
equally. This light source represents the light that is scattered back from the 
surroundings (walls). The reflected light is radiated uniformly in all directions. 
The intensity I can be obtained by: 
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where: 
1, = ambient light intensity 
ka = ambient reflection coefficient 
In practice Iak, is just a constant ( the objects in figure 9 have Iaka = 0.4). 
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Diffuse reflection 
The diffuse reflection term represents light which is emitted from a specific 
light source. This light strikes the surface and is then uniformly reflected in 
all directions, therefore the position of the viewer is unimportant. The amount 
of light which is diffusely reflected depends on the angle between the direction 
of the point light source and the surface normal. Objects rendered with only 
diffuse lighting appear as if made of a dull smooth plastic (see figure 8). It is 
possible that there are more light sources in the scene and all these contributions 
can be added up. So, the intensity I is: 
where: 
Li 
N = normalized surface normal 
Iri 
kd = diffuse reflection coefficient 
(The objects of figure 9 have '# of lights' = 1, 11, = 0.7, and kd = 0.6) 
= normalized i-th light vector 
= light intensity of the i-th light source 
Specular reflection 
The specular part of the model is particularly good for highlights on glossy 
surfaces. The amount of incident light which is specularly reflected depends on 
the angle between the reflected light (the angle of reflection is equal to the angle 
of incidence) and the eye vector (see figure 7 ) .  The intensity I can be calculated 
by: 
i= 1 
where: 
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surface normal N 
reflected ray R 
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Figure 7: specular reflection 
k, = specular reflection coefficient 
R 
E 
(The objects of figure 9 have k, = 0.6) 
= normalized reflection vector (of light vector) 
= normalized eye vector (position of viewer) 
The power n denotes how reflective the surface is. By increasing value of 
n, the highlights become smaller and more sharply defined. A value of infin- 
ity means that the surface is a perfect mirror (i.e. light is reflected only in 
the direction for which angles of incidence and reflection are equal). Figure 8 
demonstrates the impact of this parameter. 
The reflected light vector R can be calculated with the following formula 
(see [Lorig-86]): 
R = 2(L o N ) N  - L 
Given the surface normal ( N ) ,  point of view vector ( E ) ,  and the position(s) 
of the light source(s) (L i ) ,  the light intensity can be calculated by combining 
formulas 17, 18, and 19. This results in: 
Some notes: 
0 If one of the contributions to  the light intensity is less then zero, the 
particular contribution is discarded (made equal t o  zero). 
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Figure 8: example of a glossy and a matte surface 
0 The formula results in an intensity value between 0.4 and 1.24 (with the 
chosen parameter values). 
0 The objects (figure 9) have 128 shades of one particular color ("0 = dark" 
and "128 = light" shade of that color). So the intensity value I is a direct 
mapping to the color lookuptable2 (with an offset for each color). For 
example the color lookuptable looks like this (see figure 9): 
128 - 255 - shades of red 
256 - 383 + shades of may v -  
384 - 511 4 shades of green 
512 - 639 -+ shades of blue 
640 - 767 + shades of yellow 
768 - 895 -+ shades of magenta 
896 - 1023 4 shades of cyan 
The IRlS workstation can handle up to 32 colon 
-?--...l* I--  -211 LL- L--> _--- - L..d.--:-- 
s (each with 128 shades) 
simuisaneousiy wim cne naruware z-uuiteriiie. 
2The contents of the video memory is only a pointer to a table (color lookuptable). This 
table contains the actual colors. This has two reasons: (a) reduction of video memory and 
@) efficient manipulation 
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Figure 9: shaded model of wine glasses 
0 The color of the light source determines the color of the specular compo- 
nent. In this model a light source with white light is assumed. Therefore 
in the shade range of 80 to 128 (contribution of specular reflection), an 
increasing white component is added. 
3.3 Gouraud shading 
If the illumination model is applied to a subdivided Bezier surface using one 
surface normal for the whole subpatch, a surface with small facets results. A 
smoother appearance can be obtained using a technique developed by Gouraud 
[Gouraud-79]. Figure 10 shows two surfaces, one with and the other without 
Gouraud shading (“The Doughnut Data” by courtesy of [Blinn-87]). 
The algorithm is simple. The polygon and the surface normal at  each of its 
vertices are known (see section 2.5). With the surface normal one can calculate 
the shade in each vertex of the polygon (see section 3.2). The shades of the 
pixels inside the polygon can be found by linear interpolation of the shades at 
the vertices. The shades for the points along the edges of the polygon are deter- 
mined by interpolating linearly between the shades at  the vertices. The shades 
for all of the interior points of the polygon are determined by interpolating lin- 
early between the pairs of edge points that lie along each scan line. The IRIS 
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Figure 10: torus with and without Gouraud shading 
workstation provides this algorithm in hardware. 
subdivision process results in smooth transitions between patches. 
The Gouraud shading can be kept local (within one patch) because the 
3.4 Hidden surface elimination & intersection of surfaces 
The purpose of the hidden surface elimination is the removal of (parts of) sur- 
faces that are not visible from the point of view. In case of intersecting surfaces 
(with possibly more intersection lies) only the visible parts must be displayed. 
Originally a number of authors used scan line algorithms in order to per- 
form the elimination of hidden surfaces for parametrically defined surfaces (see 
Pane-80bl). A scan line algorithm consists of two nested loops. One for the 
Y-coordinate going down the screen and one for the X-coordinate going across 
each scan line of the current Y. Basically the scan line algorithm is as follows: 
for each scan line y: 
for each pixel x on a scan line: 
for each surface intersecting that scan line at 2: 
determine the visible surface at 2, y (lowest z-value) 
calculate z-value 
I 
I 
I 
I 
R 
1 
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Figure 11: shaded model of “the teapot” 
and display it. 
For this implementation there has been chosen for a z-buffer hidden surface 
elimination algorithm. The scan line algorithms are rather time-consuming and 
besides that, the IFUS workstation provides a z-buffer algorithm in hardware. 
The z-buffer algorithm has a number of advantages in relation to  other 
hidden surface elimination algorithms. For example: 
0 the algorithm is simple, 
0 it can handle hidden surface elimination and complex surface intersections 
(scenes can be of any complexity), 
0 the increase of computing time with an increasing complexity of the scene 
is linear, and 
0 no sorting is necessary for determination which point has the lowest z- 
value. 
The z-buffer algorithm needs two buffers. The video buffer is used to  store the 
intensity of each pixel. The z-buffer is a separate buffer used to store the z-value 
or depth of every visible pixel. The depth or r-value of a new pixel to be written 
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to the video buffer is compared to the depth of that pixel stored in the r-buffer. 
If comparison indicates that the new pixel is in front of the pixel stored in the 
video buffer, then the new pixel is written to  the video buffer and the z-buffer 
is updated with the new value. Otherwise, the new pixel and the corresponding 
z-value are discarded. The result of this algorithm is that only the visible pixels 
(surfaces) are displayed. 
An example is shown in figure 11. It contains hidden surfaces and surfaces 
that are intersecting with each other (handle and sprout with the teapot itself, 
see figure 5 ) .  An example of a complex scene with z-buffering is shown in 
figure 6. 
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4 The Flexible Robot Arm POWER 
4.1 Introduction 
The Personal Occupied Woven Envelope &bot (POWER) project is a joint 
effort of the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) and Wyle Laborate 
ries [Wessling-86a] [Wessling-86b] [Wessling-87a]. This work is being performed 
under the Innovative Research Program for NASA. 
POWER is a flexible robot arm. It will be used as an “extension” of the 
Space Station. POWER consists of 50 segments, and each segment has six de- 
grees of freedom. The segments are based on the Stewart Table [Stewart-651, 
which has six linear (individually controlled) actuators. A control pod is at- 
tached to the top of the flexible robot arm. A flexible tunnel connects the 
control pod to the habitat module of the Space Station, allowing a person to 
transfer from the Space Station to the pod without having to suit up for ex- 
tra vehicular activity. The operator of the pod is able to move himself and 
the pod to almost any location within 50 meters of the base attachment to the 
Space Station. The operator has at his disposal remote manipulator a r r y  and 
also a glove box type arrangement with space suit arms so that he can perform 
manipulations on equipment external to the pod. 
Some of the applications of POWER are [Wessling-86b]: 
0 Changing out and servicing payloads on the payload platform. 
0 Maintaining subsystems such as propulsion and attitude control. 
0 Providing satellite service. 
0 Performing inspections. 
0 Supporting shuttle cargo bay operations. 
Performing remote control operations for hazardous duty. 
0 Capturing satellites during final approach. 
The robot arm is still under development. For graphical simulation and publicity 
purposes there was need for a graphical model of the flexible robot arm. 
4.2 
The graphical model of the flexible robot arm consists basically of three ele- 
ments, namely: 
The graphical model of the flexible robot arm 
(1) the wire-model: Major parts of the Space Station are built up with the 
line-primitive (polygons). 
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(2) the polygonal modet The triangular segments of the robot arm are shaded 
polygons. 
(3) the piecewise Bezier surface: The flexible robot arm itself and some parts 
of the Space Station (habitat module) are modeled by piecewise cubic 
Bezier surfaces. 
In fact, these three elements belong to the boundary representation scheme 
discussed in chapter 1. Each part of the boundary representation scheme has 
its own advantages and typical applications. For example: (1) the Space Station 
itself is a wire model, (2) the triangular elements of the robot arm are flat-faced 
polyhedra, and (3) the remaining objects are freeform solids. 
Only the Bezier representation of surfaces are covered in this report. The 
other techniques and some basic graphical concepts such as modeling and view- 
ing transformations are assumed to be known by the reader and can be found 
in textbooks like [Newman-811, [Rogers761 and @ogers-851. 
By modeling the Space Station as a wire frame, it is pmsible to do real time 
animation with the Space Station. When the animation stops, the shaded parts 
(habitat module and robot arm) are drawn with the hidden surfaces removed. 
This separation is necessary because of the limited capabilities of the IRIS work- 
station. There are only 32 bitplanes available. For real time animation two 16 
bit-buffers are used (one for displaying and one for drawing, and vice versa). 
When the animation stops, one 16 bit-buffer becomes free and can be used for 
%-buffering. And besides the limited buffer space, the drawing of the shaded 
parts will take too long for real time animation. 
Figure 12 depicts two segments of the flexible robot arm. One segment 
consists of two triangular plates connected by six individually controlled linear 
actuators (Stewart table). 
Figure 13 and 14 show a close-up of a flexible robot arm with a few segments. 
One can see a part of the yellow habitat module (part of Space Station), the 
flexible robot arm and (on top of the robot arm) the control pod. A person can 
sit inside the control pod and look through the spherical window on top of the 
pod. Figure 14 shows the flexible transfer tunnel (red) for going from the Space 
Station to the control pod. For normal operation the flexible tunnel is retracted 
and fits in the yellow protection canister, placed at the first two segments of the 
robot arm. 
Figure 15 and 16 display the total view of the flexible robot arm connected 
to the Space Station. The habitat module is located at the center of the Space 
Stat ion. 
I 
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Figure 12: two segments of the flexible robot arm 
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Figure 13: close-up of the flexible robot arm 
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Figure 14: close-up of the flexible robot, arm with the. t,ransfer tunnel 
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Figure 15: Space Station plus flexible robot arm (front view) 
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Figure 16: Space Station plus flexible robot. arm (side view) 
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Conclusion 
The purpose of this project was solid modeling for simulating the flexible robot 
arm POWER. In order to accomplish this goal, a general solid modeling software 
package for the IRIS workstation has been developed. The results are shown in 
figure 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16. 
The Bezier formulation has been chosen for the representation of surfaces. 
This appears to be sufficient for modeling the robot arm and the Space Station. 
If small patches are used, the surface is closely approximated by the recursive 
subdivision algorithm, and hence difficult time-consuming planarity estimations 
and integrity filters are not necessary. An important result of this research is 
the reformulation of the recursive subdivision algorithm of [Lane-80a]. The new 
algorithm is very elegant and gives a tremendous reduction of computing time, 
especially for hardware implementations. 
The illumination model performs adequately for this purpose. The Gouraud 
shading gave the expected enhancement of the visual appearance of the surface 
on the screen. 
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A The developed software package 
The developed solid modeling package forms a layer on top of the software of 
the IRIS workstation. The IRIS workstation has no standard solid modeling 
primitives. The new software package enables the user (programmer) to display 
shaded polygon models and Bezier surfaces (with shading) on the screen. The 
software package is very general. Data, supplied by other authors ([Crow-871 
and [Blinn-87]), can be displayed on the screen without any problem. 
In addition to the solid modeling package a number of application program 
are written. First of all, programs are written for generating the Space Station 
and the flexible robot arm. Furthermore there are some demonstration programs 
written for illustrating the possibilities of the solid modeling package. 
In the remainder of this section a list with the most important programs and 
procedures are given. The programming language is C. 
Solid modeling package 
CalcNorm This procedure calculates the normals of a shaded polygon model. 
In this case one segment of the flexible robot arm. 
Crossp This procedure determines the cross product of two vectors. The 
resulting vector is normalized. 
DefMatrix This procedure defines a 4 * 4 matrix, which performs a certain 
translation and rotation. 
DrawPatch This procedure draws the convex hull of a Bezier surface patch 
DrawSeg This procedure draws a shaded polygon model on the screen. In 
on the screen. Each face of the convex hull has one shade. 
this case one segment of the flexible robot arm. 
FindIntens This procedure calculates the light intensity out of the normal, 
light, and eye vector. 
Gensurf This procedure generates the surface of a patch by calling procedure 
Split and recursively calling procedure Gensurf for each subpatch. 
Gouraud This procedure draws a convex hull of a Bezier surface patch on 
the screen, with Gouraud shading applied. 
Load This program reads a file from disk and displays it on the screen. 
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LoadMap This procedure loads the lookup table with shades of some prede- 
fined colors. 
PolyTrans This procedure multiplies coordinates with the matrix defined by 
procedure Defh4atrix. 
Save This program stores the picture on the screen into a file on disk. 
Size This procedure determines the size of a patch. 
Split This procedure does the splitting of the surface into 4 subpatches. 
Application programs 
Robot This program generates a close-up of the flexible robot arm. 
Station This program generates the Space Station and the flexible robot arm, 
and displays them on the screen. 
Demonstration programs 
Glasses This program displays the six wine glasses on the screen. 
Patchnet This program displays a Bezier surface patch with curves of con- 
stant parameter and the corresponding mesh of control points. 
Sweep This program generates a picture of a solid swept along a curve. 
Teapot This program displays the wire and solid model of the teapot on the 
screen. 
Testsurf This program displays the surface of Program Patchnet with shad- 
ing. 
TONS This program displays the torus with and without Gouraud shading. 
Tube This program displays two tubes on the screen. One with and the other 
without highlighting. 
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B The correct subdivision algorithm 
In [Lane-$Oa] an algorithm for subdivision of surfaces is given. The described 
algorithm has typos and missing statements. In this appendix the correct algo- 
rithm is described. 
Given the polynomial coefficients P E Pij , i = 0 , 1 , .  . . I m; j = 0 , 1 ,  . . . , n in 
terms of a Bernstein basis on [0,1] x [0,1]. Compute the subpatches Q = Qij ,  
R R,, , S E Sij , and T 3 Ti,. 
Procedure Surfsplit ( PI Q, R, S, TI m, n) 
step 1: [initialize] Set Q + P 
step 2: [split in u direction] 
for k = 0 to n 
begin 
&,k C Qm,k 
for p = 1 to m 
begin 
QTMP2 - Q p - l , k  
for q = p to m 
begin 
Q T M P l  +- QTMP2 
QTMP2 +- ( Q q - 1 , k  4- Q q , k ) / 2  
Q q - 1 , k  + Q T M P l  
end 
Qm,k t QTMP2 
& n - p , k  + QTMP2 
end 
end 
for k = 0 to m 
begin 
step 3: [split Q in u direction] 
Sk,n + Qk,n 
for p =  1 to n 
begin 
QTMP2 +- Q k g - 1  
for q = p to n 
begin 
Q T M P l  t QTMP2 
QTMP2 + ( Q k , q - l  + Q k , q ) P  
Q k , q - l  + Q T M P l  
B THE CORRECT SUBDIVISION ALGORITHM 
end 
Sk,n-p + QTMP2 
Qk,n + QTMP2 
end 
end 
for k = 0 to m 
begin 
step 4: [split R in v direction] 
Tk,n  + Rk,n 
for p = 1 to n 
begin 
RTMP2 + Rk,p-i 
for q = p to n 
begin 
RTMPl  + RTMP2 
RTMP2 + (Rk,q-i 4- Q k , g ) / 2  
Rk,q-l t- RTMPl  
end 
Rk,n + RTMP2 
Tk,n-p  + RTMP2 
end 
end 
return 
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C Calculation of subdivision matrices 
The calculation of the matrices SI, S", SI", and SNN. See paragraph 2.3.3. 
-1 3 -3 1 
J = (  -; -% H i )  
0 0  0 1  
J-'= ( r  0 1/3 2/3 'r :) 1 
1/8 0 0 0 
1/4 0 0 
1/8 3/8 3/8 1/8 
1 1/2 1/4 1/8 
0 1/2 1/2 3/8 
0 1/8 
s"'=s" ( 0" 0" 1/4 3 / 8 )  
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C CALCULATION OF SUBDMSlON MATRICES 
0 
3/8 1/2 1/2 0 
1/8 1/4 1/2 1 
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Flexible armns offer a great degree of flexibility for manewering in 
space envbxmment. The problem of a space Station based Flexible Ann Rabat 
has been studied. A CyBnPuter sirnulation software package including control 
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working in space envirormrent can be very stressful and time consuming. 
eroximately 75 percent of an astronaut's time spent on extra vehicular 
activities (EVA) is wasted by suiting up and uJ.lclressing. Because the 
astronaut is wetring a space suit, simple muscle contractions, for -le of 
the hand, take considerably mre force and energy. The concept of the 
Fwxmnel occupied woven Emelape Rabat (PCIWER) w a s  dweloped for reaching 
any location arcond the space Station w i t h o u t  perfoming EVA (figure pl) .  
is also )amwn by the name of Flexible Arm Rabot (FAR) and Hman 
Occupied space Meoperator (HOST). 
% Flexible ~ r m  Rabat is a -ped robot, built out of several 
stacked, individually controllable segments (figum p2). The battam segment 
is attached to the Habitat  Moctule of the space station. The tap segmnt is 
mmected to a control pod, in wfiich a human operator w i l l  CCBnmand FAR, 
enabling the aperator to move himself and the control pod to a desired 
location arolll~d the Station. me pod's control mechanisms and large 
transparerrt wirdaw make it unnecessary for the operator to re ly  on television 
screens to see his &ions or to perform his work. Each segment has six 
of freedaw and is based on the tStewa.rt Table'. This d e l  was 
mtmduc& by D. Stewart in 1965 [Stewart651 and has been used successfully 
for fl ight simulator platforrtrs. 
Comectd to the pod are t w o  three-link remte manipulator arnrs, and a 
glove box type arrangement w i t h  space Suit arnts, for the mre detailed work 
cutsi.de the pod. An externdl toolbox allows the operator to change manipu- 
lators on the rerate arnts w i t h o u t  having to return to the Habitat  Module. 
when FAR is in retracted position, a transfer tunnel through the 
secpmts amnects the Habitat  Moctule t o  the control pod. ?he astronaut can 
climb throu#~ this tunnel f m  the Habitat  Module to the pod, eliminathq the 
necessity of =ing a spce suit. The access tunnel has d e q o n e  same 
modification since the original concept was presented. It was originally 
thought that the tunnel might serve as a structural cmpomnt. However, the 
possible penetration by micro-mdzeomids and subsequent loss of pressure 
changirrg its rigidity caused a reevaluation of its function, tunnel now 
m e s  solely as an access way to the pod, and w i l l  be retracted when FAR is 
in operation. 
S t z w h m l  analyses dembnstrated t ha t  the chosen design of the Flexible 
Arm Rabat has only sufficient strength for the operation of a four segment 
pratatype in  a one gravity environment [Wessling86]. New control-algorithms to 
handle this system of large degrees of freedan are needed. Therefore, a 
canplter shalation of the whole Flexible Arm Rabat, containing up to f i f ty  
SegmMtS, is desired. For this ~olrpose, a kinematic mdel based on the 
physical features shnild be developed. Chapter 2 describes the physical M. 
chapter 3 presents the graphical design for the simlation studies. ~n chapter 
4 the kinematic equations are specified, for implementation in  the motion a- 
gorithIns p-ted in chapter 5. 
2. 
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PHYSICAL DIESIM 
FAR consists of n stacked segnents, each based on the S t e w a r t  table. A 
segment consists of two plates, six linear actuators and twelve joints 
(figure p4). A plate is a triangular shaped hwahedmn w i t h  a length of 
92.464 an (36.403 in.), a w i d t h  of 6.2548 CKI (2.4625 in.) and a height of 
7.620 cm (3.000 h.). An actuator is a exkndable and retractable l ink 
bebeen the two plates. In retracted position, the actuator is 50.541 an 
(19.898 in.) long. A fully extended actuator is 81.021 CKI (31.898 in.) long 
(figure p5). A joint is a -axis connection between a plate and an actuator 
and is located at each vertex of each plate. Ihe upper (maneuvemble) plate 
ard the lower (base) plate are mted 180 deqees in respect to ea& other. 
W maneuverable plate of a particular segment fonts the base of the next 
segment, wfrile its own base is the maneuverable plate of the previous segment 
(figure P3). 
2.1. z4ctuators 
The actuators a u l d  be hydraulic, electric, or  pneumatic. yldraulic 
actuatoxs reqUire bulky high pressure hoses and w e l l  lubricated pistons. 
S a l s  terd t o  be a problem. Leakage of hydraulic oil was dea& a real 
possibility unless precautions were  taken to protect the hoses frcw micro- 
meteoroid inpact. ?his would add t o  the bulk of the system, ConSeqcLerrtly, a 
hydraulic based system was discard ed. Pneumatic systenrs require supply and 
return hoses too. i n  addition, pneumatic systems can leak, and require mre 
pmer than electrical or  hydraulic systexw. Vus, an e l e c t r i a l l y  based 
system was chosen. wires can be smaller than hoses, cause no loss of 
hydraulic fluid or  air ,  and can be fused for safety. Threading w i r e  araurd 
the stmctwe or exoskeleton should cause no large difficulty. Electric mto r  
driven actuatoxs are used successfully on the Remrte W p u l a t o r  system. These 
were specially designed for space use. That technology may be directl y usable 
in this application. 
2.2. Joints 
A typical Stewart table is usually shm with ball-joints a t  ea& side 
of the actuator. However, ball-joints have s c m ~  disadmn tags in this 
applicatim. BdL1-joints on both erds of the actuator do not alluw very rrmch 
tarque to be applied by electrical roators driving the screw of the actuator. 
Tbrque can only be applied if  it is less than the torque that causes the ball 
joint to slip in its m c x m t i n g .  Ball joints-also allow uncantrolled rotation of 
the tkF0 ends of the actuator. lhus, ball join- were rejected. Instead, a 
-le clevis cannector was designed. CcMneCtor a l l c w s  angular motion of 
ea& of the actuators but restricts the mtatim of the ends of the actuator 
w i t h  respect to the vertices of the stewart table. consequently, free nrotion 
i s a  ttainable without the mer of the w i r e s  wrapping around the actuators. 
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2.3. Transfer l hmel  
'he transfer tunnel started as a wntimms tunnel. s p n n i n ~  fram the 
HabitatMaUetothecorrtrolpod. MovingthetumelrequireSworkunlessthe 
motian is accomplished umkr constant volume conditions or  uritess the tunnel 
is evacuated. An airlock is planned a t  both ends of the tunnel to isolate both 
the Habitat  Module and the control pcd frcw the tunnel. nus, e n a t i o n  of 
the air frcan the tunnel is possible an3 would renrnre the capression power -. Since the air locks are on both ends of the tunnel, it can be 
retracted when FAR is in operation, wh ich  rettuces the likelihood of puncture 
by ~cro-meteorOids. A meehmsm ' isrequFredtoextendandretractthetunnel. 
One successful. application of a flexible tunnel in spa- is the access tunnel 
used between the Orbiter and spacelab, other applications, including a one 
persan -le airlock, have been suggested by Goodyear Aerospace 
Qrporation. 
One might question whether an access tunnel is necessary, or  whether 
access to the pod can be possible without it. let u s  assume t ha t  the boam or  
-eton of FAR has an extended range of f i f ty  meters and an expansion 
ratio of five t o  one. Thus, its retracted length would be ten meters. ?his 
requkes an access tunnel of ten meters. A fixed tunnel projecting ten meters 
frcw the Habitat  Mcdule, would require ten meters of exoskeleton dead length 
to accoBlpllDdate it. An -le, retractable tunnel w i t h  a five t o  one 
-ion ratio would require only two meters of dead length in the 
exoskeleton and need only two meter storage length for the access tunnel, and 
wuld be CCaTlpletely out of the way for motion of the Flexible Arm Robot. 
?he above considerations assume FAR'S bottom segment is attached to the 
Habitat  Mciiule of the Space Station. If the base w e r e  t o  be connected to same 
uther part of the space Station, it might be possible t o  couple the airlocks 
of the Habi ta t  Module and the control pod directl y. The astronaut could then 
climb fram the Habitat Module to the control pod, eliminating the necessity of 
a transfer tunnel. 
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AnenviroarmerRdl control and life support system (E.C.L.S.S.) for the 
-1 pod d d  be self CCDltainsd or attached to the Habi ta t  Module. Being 
does not mean it has to be self Perpetuating. consumables muld 
f r a ~ ~ ~  the M e .  Thus, a system similar to that used in the 
self amtauEd 
be r e p l a  
space suit appears to be a likely candidate for an ECLSS for the control pod. 
It appears to be small enough for an astronaut to carry it through the accz?ss 
tunnel to and f r a n  the pod, yet l q e  enough to all= app&tely eight 
hrxlls of operation in the pod for each backpack that the astromut carried to 
the pod. Johnson Space Center is develophq a regenerative backpack that would 
free the astraMut frcan transporting one. Other aspects of a totdl ECLSS wcpzld 
inzlude passive measures in the pod such as good insulation, pmper materials, 
sun shidding in the viewing port, and so forth. A t t a c h i n g  an ECLSS dFrectl Y 
to the Habitat Module does not appear to be practical for sevezal reasolls. 
' 
AnEcLssdepD3entdirectl y on the Ecrss of the Habitat Mcdule would 
require a reevaluation ard possible redesign of the ECLSS for the module 
because of the a d d i t i d  loads imposed by the pod. 'Ihis does not appear to 
be desirable. In  additian, connecting.supply l ines between the control p d  
and the module aqcses the mOdule to loss of pressure caused by the ruptum 
of the supply lines t o  the pod. Check valves could be installed to prevent 
large losses. Other considerations, as w e l l ,  dictate that an independent life 
support system be used. Running the supply lines along a moving structure 
kzeases the possibility of accidental cut. The lines also require an extra 
micro-meteoroid prwtection. €Wing the ECLSS indeperdent of the mcdule appears 
to be the best way to avoid many of the potential problems, particularly when 
one recqnhs that an irdependent ECES has already keen developed for the 
space suit [Wessling86]. 
I 
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?he main objective of the Flexible Arm Robot Simulation is verification 
of the kinematic model, presented in chapter 4 .  It is desirable to see an 
interactively cantrolled simulation on. a graphical display representing the 
dynamic scenes, rather than examining an endless stream of mrmbers. Thus, a 
graphical mDdel is required. A w i r e  frame w i l l  suffice and will take 
relatively little time to draw, which is imperative for &-time &ion. 
3.1. Plates 
A plate is defined by the coordinates of its six vertices. S i x  lines 
connect these vertices to form a regular h-, represent- the plate. 
Origin o of the x,y,z-axes is in the center of the plate. constant value r is 
thedisbnce between origin 0 and each v-. constant value beta is the 
angle between the line fmm 0 to a vertex of the plate and the line fmm 0 to 
the adjacent vertex of the imaginary triangle (figure gl). Since only length, 
w i d t h  ard height of a plate are known, beta and r must be ccnnputed. 
3b / (L + 2 W  ) = & E 3 1 / 2  
b = (L+ 2W) * qrt[ 3 ] / 6 
r 2 = b2 + (172)2 
= (L + 2W)2/12 + 3L2/12 
= ( L 2 + 4 w 2 + 4 1 N + 3 L 2 ) / 1 2  
= ( L 2 + 2 + I N ) / 3  
beta = a r c s i n ( w / 2 r )  
Algorithm 3.1 is used to ccanpute the coordinates of the six vertiu=s. 
!Ihe x-axis is assun& through the mime of vertices 1 and 2 .  The y-axis 
points upward, parallel to the line connecting vertices 4 and 5. 
(4) 
X 
Bi+l = r * C E S ( a n g l e )  
By = r * S I N (  angle) i+l ( 5 )  
= o  2 Bi+l 
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me loop body between lines (1) and (7) is executed six tim2S. Each loop 
iteration the X , y , Z ~ r d i n a t e s  of V e r t e x  i+l of segwnt u (Bi) is cclmputed. 
Figure gl sham the imaginary equilateral triangle through the six vertices. 
?he f i r s t  tm loop iterations are based on the angle between x-axis and the 
line froan origin 0 to the triangle vertex near the plate vertices 1 and 2. 
lmis angle is equal to zero. Ihe f i r s t  loop iteration subtracts beta degrees 
from this -le, causing the line to cross vertex 1. ?he secord i tion adds 
are added to the line for iterations three and four. It nm runs fram origin 0 
to the triangle vertex near plate vertices 3 and 4. Again, beta degrees 
subtracted causes the line to cross vertex 3, beta added vertex 4. me 
l a s t  iterations behave similarly. Obviously, beta degrees are subtracted 
for odd and added for even vertices. 
beta degrees to this angle, causing the l ine to cross vertex 2. =degrees 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
P 
.- 
Line (2) determines the sign (add or subtract). V e r t i c e s  1 and 2 
correqmd to i = O  and i=1 respectively. The (i & 1) is a bitwise 'and' 
operation, yielding 0 for cdd, 1 for even vertices. me (x << 1) is a left- 
shift of 1 bi t ,  equivalent to a multiplication by 2, yielding 0 or 2. 
Finally, the 'ate r e s u l t  is d e c r m  by one, yielding -1 or 1. Thus, 
the value of variable *sign1 w i l l  be -1 for odd and +I for even vertices. 
Line (3) detennhes the angle of the line fram origin 0 through one of 
the vertices of the triangle. The angle (or line) nust be equal for vertex 1 
and 2, for vertex 3 and 4, and for vertex 5 and 6. The operation 'div' refers 
to integer division, so tha t  '3 div 2 '  gives 1. The expression (i div 2) 
yields 0 for vertices 1 and 2 ( i=O and i=1), yields 1 for vertices 3 and 4, 
and 2 fo vertices 5 and 6. consequently, variable 'angle' w i l l  be 0, 1 or 2 
ths&&rees (PI*s/2 radial). Finally, the desired angle between x-axis 
and the line frow origin 0 to vertex i+l is obtained by adding sign t imes beta 
(+beta or -beta). 
Lines ( 4 ) ,  ( 5 )  and (6) -te the X , Y , Z - C C O ~ . ~ ~ S  respectively. B i  
represents the coordinates of vertex i (figure 93). Since the origin of the 
coordinate-axes is assumed in the centex of the plate, w i t h  the z-axis 
pointing upward, the 2-rdinates are zero. 
3.2. %qaents 
An important abservation is that both maneuverable and base plates are 
identical grama objects. -fore, the maneuverable plate can be derived 
fmn the base plate. T h i s  can be done by rotating it 180 degrees around the z- 
axis. Ncrw the DOF variables can be used to give the plate its final pasition 
maneuverable plate is derived fram vertex 4 of the base plate, vertex 2 fram 
vertex 5, etc. ~n general, vertex i of'the maneuverable plate is derived frum 
verteX [ (i+2) mod 61 + 1 of the base plate. ?he maneuverable plate cauld also 
be derived by apply- a 30 degree z-rutation. In  fact, only the ccanbination 
z-rutation w i t h  vertex-mapping is important. 
(fiv g2). Because Of the 180 d- z-rutatim, V e r t e x  1 of the 
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3.3. Flexible Ann 
Ihe particular configuration of FAR depends on the configuation of e& 
of the n segmnts. ?he configuration of a segnmt &per& on the values of the 
six degrees of freedan, the DOF variables (figure g2). For ech Segment u 
(lgg), the DOF variables define the position and orientation of the 
manewerable plate, relative to the center of its base. 'Ihe DOF variables are 
denoted by the six tuple %. Elements 1,2,3 c0-rd.s to the x,y,z- 
translation, elements 4,5,6 to the x,y,z-rotation respectively. B i  are the 
coordinates of vertex i of the base plate (figure g3). ?he coordinates B are 
amstant arvl defined in section 3.1. ?he coordinates of the maneuverable 
plate's vertex i is called %,i (figure 9 4 ) .  ?he lenciJths of Segment U'S 
actuators are denoted by the su tuple A, (figure g5). Element A, i (11j16) 
co- to the length of actuator i, which is connected to v& i of the 
base and vertex i of the maneuverable plate. I 
The follachg algorithm is used to draw the Flexible Arm Robot, based on I the values of the DOF variables. 
(1) KRu=lTOn#, 1 
Flexible Arm Rabat 
Algorithm 3.3. Tbe nmber 
July 26, 1988 
of plates to be drawn 
Page 8 
in a n segment Flexible 
~oba t  Arm is equal to nt1. since all plates are identi& gra&~al 
only one -an (=Plate) is needed to d r a w  a plate, based on the values 
of Bi (1&6). Important is the orientation and position of the XYZ-axes, 
relatlve to whi& the plates are drawn. ?he i r x l a  u is used wherever the 
variable depenis on the current segment. 
Ihe main loop is fm line (1) to line (12). se!gment u is the current 
segmmt to be drawn. For the fizzit iteration (u=l), the coordinate axes are 
assumed to be a t  the correct position an the Habitat  Module of the Space 
Station. For the next iterations (u=2..n) the coordinate axes w i l l  be in the 
center of segment uls base plate, which is the maneuverable plate of segment 
u-1 (see l ine 11). 
Line (2) draws the base plate of segment u. Segment uls manewerable 
plate w i l l  not be drawn. This is done during the next loop iteration when 
segmnt u+lls base plate is drawn. 
Line (3) defines the transformation matrix Tu. Tu is a 4x4 matrix, eon the DOF variables 91 of segment u. Its definition w i l l  be 
described in detail in  section 4.2. Ihe z-rotation D, 6 is irx=remented with 
180 degrees, and the c o r r e s p o ~  mapping (line 8) w i l y  be used. 
Line (4) , ( 5 )  and (6) ccorpxte the vertices of the maneuverable plate of 
segment ut using the coordinates of the base plate and transformation matrix  
Tu. Line (5) cannot be integrated in the loop from (7) to (lo), for the vertex 
mawing described in section 3.1 requires that dll vertices f i r s t  be cmputed. 
Line (8) cmptes the length of .actuator i t  w h i c h  is the distance 
between vertex i of the base and vertac i of th& maneuverable plate. me 
mapping is used in canbination w i t h  the 180 degree z-rotation in line ( 3 ) .  
Line (9) draws the actual actuator. ?he loop fram (7) to ( lo)  makes sure that 
six actuators are drawn per segment. 
Line (11) repositions the coordinate axes (see figure 92, maneuverable 
plate) using the transforrration matrix Tu, which is based on &. 
?he algorithm can be seen as successive drawings of base plates. Since 
segment n-tl does nut exist, its base plate - and segment n 's  maneuverable 
plate - will not be drawn. Line (13) draws this additianal plate. 
?he -tors are the only parts of the configuration w i t h  a changeable 
length. v y ,  their lengths must be checked during mtion to prevent 
them fran e a 2 e d m g  ' their minimum or maxirmrm values. An other constraint 
involves the angle actuator and plate. If this angle gets too small, 
the forces an the joint could cause it to collapse. Manual control during 
sbulatim wuld manewer a segment in such a position that one or more 
actuators brealrdown. ?his situation is visualized by changing the color of 
the(=) actuator(s) an the cmputer screen, while halting mtion and restoring 
the last legal configuration. 
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4.1. Ocartrol Strategies 
Since the Flexible Ann Robot consists of n Segments, 6n degrees of 
freedan plllst be controlled. Three control strategies have been considered to 
date: the tipbias&, the base-biased ard the @-biased methods. 
In the tipbiased strategy, more preference is given to m e  those 
segmmts that are closest to the control pod. The main advantage of this 
s&em is that less mass must be m e d  a t  any given time, thereby minimizing 
the power ansumption. The main d i s a m t a g e  of this scheme involves the 
dynamics. Consider an almost fully extended configuration, describing a curve. 
ming the length of an actuator of the base segment by a tenth of an inch, 
could cause the control pod to m e  several feet. 
The base-biased strategy is similar to the tipbiased one, except tha t  
preference is given to those segnents that are closest to the base of the 
Flexible Ann Robot. The main disaaMn tage of this scheme is that any mement 
involves the entin? column. 
The @-biased strategy emphasizes equality for each segment, so that 
the configuration of all segments is the same. It intrakces a differem=e 
between even ard  odd segments. A l l  even segments are rotated 180 degrees in 
respect to the odd segments, so the sign of their x ad y rotations and 
translations differ. An advantage of the equal-biased schem is the equal 
wear of all parts, but the main disadvantage is the reduced flexibility, f m  
6n to 6 degrees of freedom. 
4.2. Direct Kinemtics 
m h  driven d o n  is achieved by -licitly ming the variables 
which define the configuration of the Flexible Arm Robot. Since the actuators 
are its only variable parts, the f h t  way to define a particular 
configuration is by al l  the actuator lengths %,i (199, 1&6). A secoxl 
way the Arm's configuration is defined is by all the DOF variables k,i 
(199, 1&6). Each set of DOF variables is related to one ad only one set 
of actuatar lengths. 
Manipulation of both the actuator lengths ard the DOF variables are 
desired. when the DOF variables are modified, the new actuator lengths must 
be calculated. This process w i l l  be called @Actuator extension 
transformation' (Section 4.2.2). When the actuator lengths are changed, the 
new DOF variables nust be calculated. 'Ibis prccess w i l l  be called @Inverse 
actuator extension transformation@ (section 4.2.3) The following sections 
w i l l  illustrate h w  to derive these sets of variables fmm each other. 
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4.2.1. List of Variables 
The relation actuator length and DOF variables involve only actuators 
and DOF variables of the same segment. Therefore, the equations w i l l  focus on 
one irdividual segmn-t, so that the inaex u can be mitt&. 
Lerqth actuator i (11i16). A i  
D DOF variables vector. 
[TI Transfonnation matrix T. 
T1l T12 T13 T14 
T21 T22 T23 T24 
T31 T32 T33 T34 
T41 T42 T43 T44 
Ci 
c J3 
F 
4.2.2. 
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-ion Transformation. 
A segment is driven by actuator extensions. When motion is desired in 
each degree of freedam, a transformation to actuator extensions is necessary. 
The objective of this section is to canpute the actuator lengths Ai (l&6) 
given the DOF variables D i  ( l~i .56) .  
Ihe desirea txansformation is closely related t o  the coordinate 
transformations needed for the graphical representation of the Flex ib le  Am 
Rabat as described in section 3.3. 
Line (1) of algorithm 4.2.2 computes the (4x4) transformation matrix [TI 
(see 4.2.1.)  using the COF variables D. The constant coordinates B of the base 
plate are assumed to be defined previously (see 3 . 1 ) .  Matrix [TI defines the 
relation between M an3 B. Ea& individual elenent of [TI is listed below. 
T11 = 
Tu = 
T13 = 
T14 = 
T2l = 
T22 = 
T23 = 
T24 = 
T31 = 
T32 = 
T33 = 
=34 = 
T43 - 
T44 = 
T41 = 
T42 - - - 
5 
?2 
% 
1 
- 
+ 
+ - 
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Line (3) cemprtes the coordinates of vertex i of the maneuverable plate. 
W o r e  the tZaIISfOnUation, M ' s  position is equal to B ' s .  Since M is rotated 
180 degrees relative to B, M's vertex i equals B I s  vertex p, where p is equal 
to 1 + (i+2) mod 6 and (19 , i16)  (see section 3.2) . Below, the coordinates of 
M i  after transformation are shown in more  detail. 
I \ 
Line (3) will compute the 
distance between vertex i of the 
length of actuator i. !this is equal to the 
maneuverable an3 vertex i of the base plate. 
4.2.3. Inverse Transfomration 
A Segment is driven by actuator extensions. When mtion is desired by 
di rect ly  changing the length of one or more actuators, an inverse 
transformation to each degree of freedm is necessary. ?he abjective of this 
section is to CCBnpute the DOF variables D i  (lsi16) given the actuator kngths 
One m i @ t  question whether it is possible to change the length of only 
o m  adxator. me fact that a particular set of D-values can be altered i n  
such a way, that only one value of the correspording set of actuator lengths 
changes, implies that one or =re A-values may be charrged and that a 
correspord.mg set of Evalues exists. 
The process of deriving the DOF variables directl y fram the actuator 
lengths is rather caplac. However, a small change in a segmentls actuator 
lengths, w i l l  r e su l t  in new DOF variable values, close to the current ones. 
T h i s  properly can be used by Newton-Raphson appmximation to Ccnnpute these 
new DOF variables [Dieudornte72]. 
A i  (1&6). 
The Newtm-Ftaphsa~ appmxirnation [Hildebrard74] is an iteration method 
and will be used to find the camm~ roots of six functions F i ( D )  (1&6). 
IBi+il A i ,  W h i c h  representS the distance between v e r t a  i of the 
maneuverable and base plate, minus the length of actuator i. If the 
parameters are the correct set of values correspordrng ' to the given set of A- 
values, the functions will be zero for each i (1&6). !the following ample 
is used to derive the general approximation equation. 
W o n  has six parameters, the DOF  variable^. Fi(D) W i l l  be defined 
Given the ixo functions f(x,y) and g(x,y), f h d  the set (x,y) for which 
f(x,y) = g(x,y) = 0. ?he first step is t o  define fx as df(x,y)/d% and fy as 
bf(X,y)/& ard Sidlar ly  gx ard %. Newton-Raphson method: 
?he general equation t o  be used for the inverse actuator extension 
transformation can be easily derived (see next algorithm line 7 ) .  The 
followhq algorithm 4.2.3 will canpute the DOF variables D given the actuator 
lencJths A. 
( 5 )  &P % J =  w 
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Algorithm 4.2.3. Before the first iteration at line (l), the values of B 
and A are assumed to be known. Vector D nust be initialized, preferably with 
values close to the real values which match the given set of actuator lengths 
A. lbb way ccinveq- is guaranteed and the amount of necessary iterations 
minimized. 
Line (2) w i l l  canpute the transformation matrix [TI and the coordinates 
of the -le plate's M according to algorithm 4.2.2. 
Line (3) will CCnrQxTte vector Ci for all i (1&6) , which represents the 
distance be- vertex i of maneuverable ard base plate. It exibodies the 
expeckd lerrgth of actuator i. T h i s  aqected length is an approximation of 
the real (knrrwn) length of actuator i, represented by A i .  The value of Ci 
aepenaS on the current value of DOF variables D, which nught not yet be the 
set that matches the A-values. When more loop iterations have been executed, 
the difference between C and A will became sraller and smaller. 
Line (4) cmputes the value of function Fi for all i (l&6). It 
represents the difference between the aqected length of actuator i 
(am- to the current values of DOF variables D) an3 the redl length of 
actuator i. The advantage of using squared lengths is simplification of the 
partial derivatives by avoiding ccnnplicated and apensive constructions like 
square roots. when more loap iterations have executed, the function 
values will get closer and closer to zero. 
Line (5) will Cxorpxrte all 36 values of the 6x6 matrix Jacobian [J] , 
e~@. to 9mt.k~ the w a l  derivatives of F by D. Each element Dij 
dFi/aDj (Isif j56) and & shown below. 
dFi/ds, = 2 . %  (all k, 11k13) 
hFi/ &D5 = 2 . ( C .  cosD6 + C,shD6 ) . sum ( T B ) 11 P3 iP UPS3 
- 2 . Ci3 . ( BilcosD5 + S h D 5  . ( BsshD4 + Bi3ccsD4 ) ) 
&i/ b6 2 ( MsBil - MilBs ) 
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Line (6). Since the inverse matrix r1 is needed, LXJ+ecanposition 
[-61 bused to invert J. 
Line (7) where the current DOF values D are adjusted is the heart of the 
algorithm. For each b-diviaudl element D i  the approXirration can be written as 
follcxJs. 
Line (8) w i l l  determine whether the current values of the DOF variables 
D are satisfactory. 'Ibis is done by examining the absolute biggest function 
value Fi  (l&6) . If this value is smaller than a chosen positive nunber 
close to z e m  (epsilon), the DOF values D are accepted. If not, the loop w i l l  
start its next iteration a t  line (2). 
comeryeme is not always guarantied. Sore safety precautions must be 
taken to recOgnize divergence and avoid a perpetual loop. This can be done by 
cclmparing the current function values to their previous ones. Although saw 
fluctuations are alluwed, the function values should get d l e r  during each 
iteration. Divergence can be caused by i n i t i a l  DOF values which differ to0 
nu& frcan the correct correspording set of D-values t ha t  the algorithm tries 
to find. A second cause for divergence is caused by linear dependency of the 
e l m  of the Jacobian. ?his is the resu l t  of an actuator and plate whose 
angle is close to zero. A subprogram prevents this angle fram exceeding a 
mininnrm value. 
4.3. IndFrect Kinematics. 
Goal driven mation is achieved by specifying explicitly a desired 
position ard orienbtion for the control pod. 'Ihe configuration of the 
Flexible Arm Robot for the given location w i l l  be calculated and expressed i n  
both actuator lengths am3 DOF variables. chapter 5 w i l l  shod how the Arm w i l l  
be mved au tana t id ly  fman the current to the desired location. 
Ihe abjective of this section is to derive the DOF variables D fram a 
given location P (Pl,~2,~3) of the control pod. plese coordinates w i l l  be 
relative to the basis of the ~ r m ,  attached to the Habitat Module of the space 
Station. An equal-biased control strategy has been adopted. Because the 
amfiguration of each segment is the same, the stacked segments of the 
Flexible Ann Robat w i l l  fom an arc, fram the Habitat M e  to the control 
well as %) are equal for each segmat u (199). 
pod. ?he index u w i l l  be d t t e d  since the values of the six-tuples A, (as 
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4.3.1. L i s t  of Variables 
P 
L 
M 
U 
T 
S 
Q 
0 
E 
k 
r 
%I 
% 
RX 
Ru 
-tion of control pod. 
( Plr P2I p3 1 
orthanormal projection of P on the XOY-plane. 
( h r  $ 1  r, 1 = (PI, P2r 0 1 
Center of circle through 0 and P. 
( Mlr M2, M3 1 = ( M1 I M2I 0 1 
-tion manewerable plate of segment 1. 
(UlI u2, u3 1 = ( %  I D2 I D3 1 
Orthonormal projection of U on the XOY-plane. 
( Tlr T2r T3 1 = ( u1 I u2, 0 1 
-tion maneuverable plate of segment 1 without x,y-rotations. 
( SI, s2, s3 1 = ( s1 I S2r 0 1 
-tion manewerable plate of segment 1 without y-rotation. 
( Q1t (221 43 1 
Origin of coordinate axes (o,o,o), basis of FAR. 
CenterofcirclethroughOandQ.. 
Ratio M/L. 
Radius of circle through 0 and P. 
Angle 
Angle 
Angle 
Angle 
of last segment ard the XOY-plane. 
of first segnwt ard the XOY-plane. 
between line os ard line OQ 
between line OQ and line cu. 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
a 
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4.3.2 . Coslfiguration Transformation 
Figures kl to k4 will illustrate the transformation from pod coordinates 
P to DOF variables D. Finally, the actuator lengths A can be easily derived 
from D (see section 4.2.2). 
?he configuration of the Flexible Ann Robot in figure kl  is represented 
by the arc frcan origin 0 to P. point P is the location of the control pod. 
Origin 0 is the center of the base plate of segment one, w h i c h  is attached to 
the Habitat Module. ?he arc is part of the circle thruugh 0 and P w i t h  
midpoint M and radius r. It contains a l l  centers of the Ann's plates and is 
situated in  the shaded rectangle. point U represents the center of segment 
one's manewerable plate. % angle between this plate and the XOY-plane i s  
represented by %. R, is total angle of the Ann, from the base to the mtml 
pod. Point L is the OrthonormaJ. projection of P on the XOY-plane, and T the 
orthonormal projection of U. T¶X? shaded triangle CIN can also be fourd in 
figure k3. A straight line thruugh 0 and M cuts T and L (not necesarfiy in 
that order). Wiously, midpoint M can be acpressed in terrnS of L. Since L is 
equal to (P1,P2,0), M can be expressed in L times a constant factor k 
Thus, if k < 1 then % 
F i r s t  k can be expressed in P, since ICE41 = I€MI 
(kPirkP2,0). I f  % iS equal to 90 d v ,  than L is equal to M, and k = 1. 
90 degrees, i f  k > 1 then 90 < % < 180 degrees. 
I 
! 
1 
I 
8 
o =  
k =  
6 -  2* + Pi - 2 4  + 4 
N o w r c a n b e e x p r e s e d i n P ,  s h r =  ICMl. 
% =  arcsin( $3- ) 
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Ihe first DOF variable to be determh& is DOF variable Q, the z- 
translation of one. since u is the center of the maneuverable plate 
ofsegmerr tane ,D3isequdl to lVTlwfr ich isequdl tor .~ in%.  
- r . sim0 D3 - 
Finally, the length of line UT w i l l  be determined. Clearly, lUTl is 
equal to I C M ~  - I T M I .  wrt ~CEJI~ = r and \?MI = r . -, so that 
lml = r - r.- 
Figure k2 is an orthonormal view of figure kl.  It shows the XOY-plane, 
w i t h  the z-axis pointing upward frcnn the paper toward the viewer's eye. 
Figure k2 w i l l  assist detemhbg the x and y translations of segment one, 
represented by DOF variables Dl and %. D is equal to Ul ard % equal t o  U2. 
 he relation u1/Iml = kpl//mI and U Z / ~ I  = ~ P Z / ~ C N I  is ab~ious. lml is 
equal to radius r. 
- k . P 1 .  ( l - c o s R o )  Dl - 
D2 - k . P 2 .  ( l - c a s R o )  
F i g u r e k 3 s h o w s a s p h e r e w i t h c e n t e r O .  P O i n t s U ,  QardSare loca tedon 
the surface of the sphere. Furthermore, S is positioned on the z-axis, Q is 
part of the YOZ-plane a d  1 0 ~ 1  = 10sl = 1 0 ~ 1  is the radius of the sphere, 
Lines Su, SQ ard CrJ are also part of the sphere. me triangle can also be 
fand in figure kl. u is the center of the maneuverable plate of segment one. 
Q wmld be this location if  the y-rotation & was ignored, Point S would 
be this location i f  bath x and y rotation D4 and 5 were cunitted. r4( is the 
angle betwem Os and OU. 9y is the angle between OQ ard OU. 
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After point S has been rotated &degrees around the x-axis, it is equal 
around the y-axis, it is to point Q. After point Q has been rotated 
equal to point U. 'his results in the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
8 
1 
8 
i 
1 
8 
I 
I 
I 
Figure k4 shows the relation between % and D4. ?he YOZ-plane is shown 
cmtanuqacirclethxuughOandQwithcenterEandradius lOEl = lOQl.?he 
shaded isosceles tr-le OEQ CM also be faund in figure k3. Angle % is 
known, but -le D4 is required for this is the actual x-mtion of segment 
one. The figure shows that D4 equals q. Similarly, the y-rotation D5 is 
equal to %. The z-ratatian D6 may keep its initial value. 
. .  
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5. mvmEm 
IheaireCtardiIdrect kinemtics in the previous chapter are used t o  
m t e  control algorithms for a ming Flexible Arm RDbat. These algorithms 
can be applied t o  both the cmputer-simulated and the real Flexible Rabot. 
Two differerrt methcds w i l l  be examined ; data driven and goal driven motion. 
5.1. Data Driven W o n  
Data driven mtion is a technique in which the Flexible Rabot is w e d  
by- y maniplating the parameters which define its configuration. The 
ooslfiguration parameters to be manipulated are the DOF variables and actuator 
lengths. This type of m v m t  can also be referred t o  as %anual controlled' 
motian. Ihe caputer system that regulates the motion of the Arm w i l l  receive 
siws fraan input devices, such as keyboazd, joy stick, muse, dial box, etc. 
These signals are translated into modifications of one or  more configuration 
parameters. Ihe cmputer simulation visualizes motion by changing these 
parameters durirq the consecutive drawings  of the Flexible Arm Robot on the 
CQTPuter screen. ?he speed a t  which the abject m e s  is detexmned * b y t h e  
(possibly negative) value, which is added t o  the current value of the 
paramter. A higher hcrement w i l l  rrake the object m e  faster. 
(algorithm 3.3) 
. .  
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AlgoriUnn 5.1 uses the direct kinematics of Sections 4.2. The Statement 
seqwnce f r a n  line (1) to (15) is a perpetual loop. Each t ime  after the 
ccquter screen has been cleared (line 2), the Flexible Arm Robot is drawn 
(line 3), us- the current values of the DOF variables D. 
After line (3), either the DOF variables D or  the actuator lengths A can 
be changed. I f  the boolean value change_Dohrariables is true, the statement 
seqwnce line ( 5 )  to ( 8 )  w i l l  be aceixted. If not, and the boolean value 
Uxxqe-ActuatorLerqth is true, the sequence l ine  (10) to (13) w i l l  be 
exearted. 
The loop fram l ine (5) to (7) w i l l  give each DOF variable D i  (lsi56) a 
chancetobechanged. 
Line (6) will add the result of function delta() ,  the paramter- 
bcremmt ,  to DOF variable Di ,  i f  the boolean function m e (  i ) returns the 
value 'true'. In this simulation, change( i ) is triggered by one of the three 
buttons of a lmouse~ input+ievice, in canbination w i t h  a t r l  (for rotation) or 
I t 1  (for translation) keystroke on the keyboard. Function delta() is used to 
-1 the speed of the mQvement. Its value is set by the xy-value of the 
same muse device. 
Line (8) will ccnnpute the new actuator lengths A, which corresporik t o  
the charrged D value(s), using algorithm 4.2.2. 
Line (9) to (13) w i l l  change the actuator lengths as line (4) t o  (8) 
changed the DOF variables. Consequently, line (13) w i l l  c apu te  the DOF 
variables D, corresponding to the new actuator lengths A, using algorithm 
4.2.3. 
. .  
5.2. Goa l  Driven Motion 
Goal  driven motion is a technique in which the Flexible Arm Rabat is 
m e d  autmatically fram its current location to a specified location. The 
canfiguration of the ~ r m  i n this position is calculated using the inverse 
kinematics of section 4.3, and expressed in terms of DOF variables and 
actuator lerujths. A so called nanlheir manewering algorithm has been 
developed to m e  the Flexible Robot fram its current t o  its desired 
amfiguraticm. ?he algorithm will give the DOF variables or  actuator lengths 
their desired values after a fixed number of steps. Each step, the DOF 
variables or  actuator lengths w i l l  be altered and close in on their goal 
values. 'he total amcunt of steps required, de- on the difference between 
each actuator's or  DOF variable's current and goal value. The biggest dif- 
ference deteldnes the required number of steps, for this parameter w i l l  
experimce the highest hxement per step. If the incmnmt is too great, the 
mthn of the cbject w i l l  not be smoth. Each DOF variable (translation, mta- 
tion) and actuator length has an empirically determined maximum allowable 
increment value- 
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5.2.1. Nd.m ManeUVd-W based on DOF V a r i a b l e s  
After the desirea location of the control pcd is given, the cor- 
respanding goal-DOF-varbbles G i  (l&6) are canpted. When the Tnrmber of 
steps s in which the w i l l  be w e d  t o  its goal location is defined, the 
will be added to each DOF variable D i  ( l ~ i ~ 6 )  during each step, while the 
Flexible ~ n n  Rabat is drawn on the ccmputer screen. The last step w i l l  give 
each DOF variable its desired value. 
DOF variable D i  per Step iS -t&. ?his COl l s t an t  value C i  
(algorithm 4.2.2) 
(algorithm 4.3.2) 
Algorithn 5.2.1. L h e  (2) assigns to C the difference between goal value 
G an3 current value D. T h i s  value may be negative. 
depen% un the absolute maxiTLDI[I1 value of C i  ( l ~ i 5 6 ) .  ?he function MaxFunc w i l l  
take into cansideration that the first three param=* values to be ccanpared 
to the others represent translations, and the last  three values rotations. 
Yale (4) -' s, the requk!d rnrmber of steps. Its (integer) value 
Line (6) gives each Cs (1&6) its intended d u e ,  the hcremnt per 
variable Di per Step, by dwiding each C i  by S. 
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% wfiile-loap fran line (8) to '(15) w i l l  handle the actual mcrvement. 
For large v a l w  Of s, the amputergs internal precision may cause the final 
DOF wtlues to be e w c t l y  equivalent to the desired values G. In order to 
end the bhjle-loop w i t h  the corn?& DOF values, the iteration strategy is 
inverted. Instead of adding a value during each iteration, a value w i l l  be 
subtracted. 
V a r i a b l e  s is the rnrmber of remaining step. Line (9) w i l l  subtract one 
during each iteration. Line (11) cconprrtes the new current value of the DOF 
variables D. 'his is done by subtracting s tims the difference per step fmm 
the goal value G. Before the first iteration, the assignment is D = G - ( G- 
D ) which is equal to D. Thus, the loop w i l l  start w i t h  the corm& value of 
D. ?he las t  iteration, s is equal to zero. The assignment is nm D = G - 0, so 
that D will get the exact desired value G. Finally, line (13) derives the 
actuator lengths A fmm the DOF variables D. 
5.2.2. Nonlinear Maneuvering based on Actuator Lengths 
Although the concept of a nonlinear maneuvering algorithm based on the 
actuator lengths is not rrmch different fram that based on DOF variables, the 
behavior of the nravhg Flexible Am'  Rabat is significantly better (see 
section 5.2.3). Its major disadvantage is the relatively high-cost conversion 
of actuator lengths  to^ variables -(see l ine 13 below), 
m 
Ai 
n n n n 
(algorithm 4.2.3) 
(algorithm 4.3.2) 
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Algorithm 5.2.2. This the, after the desired location of the control 
pod is given, the co- ' gcal-Actuator-lengths G i  (lsi56) are camputed 
using the h l i rec t  kinematics of section 4.3 and algorithm 4.2.2. ?he Canstant 
actuator i (1&6), and w i l l  be added during each loop iteration, while the 
Flexible Ann FWot is drawn an the camputer screen. T h e  l a s t  step w i l l  give 
each actuator its desired length. 
valm C i  is ryl~ the difference between the Current length and goal length O f  
only lines different from algorithm 5.2.1. w i l l  be disc=ussed . A t  l ine 
(4) ,  W o n  MaxFur#: can determine the rnrmber of step s mre easily since 
all Canstant values C i  (l&6) are of the same type. Line (11) w i l l  now 
cclnplte the new current actuator lengths A. Line (13) cclmputes the cor- 
respanding DOF variables D, using algorithm 4.2.3. 
5.2.3. Characteristics of Nonlinear Maneuvering Algorithm. 
Ihe advantage of the algorithm based on actuator lengths involves the 
behavior of the actuators during mcrvement. One example would be i f  the 
Flexible Ann Robot has to be moved fram a -10 degree t o  a 20 degree x- 
rutatim. T h i s  can be done in 10 steps, by adding 3 degrees to the current x- 
rutatian during each step. The Arm w i l l  move to its desired configuration in a 
SlTlDOth way. However ,  aamhation of the actuator lengths during each Step 
shaws, that same of them hcrease their  lengths after ini t ia l ly  getting 
shorter. lmis results in a serious waste of energy for a f i f t y  segment 
Flexible Arm Fbbot, w h i c h  has three hurdred actuators. Furthexmre, i f  a 
segment is in an extreme position, mtion may be impossible i f  based on 
nonlinear mneuve.rhg based on the DOF variables, as illustrated in fim m2. 
If nonlinear maneuvering is based on the actuator lengths, the Flexible Ann 
Rabat will experience no problems moving fram the -10 degree to the 20 degree 
x-rotation ard problems w i t h  segments in e)rtireme positions no longer exist. 
Each actuator whose length has to be changed, w i l l  exterd or retract, step by 
Step, to itS desired length. In contrast to nonlinear DOF maneuvering, ac- 
tuators whose initial and goal length are the same, w i l l  not change during 
matlent. 
Ihe i n  figure n i ~  is in balanced position The lengths of 
actuators AT, A2 and A3 are the same, and equal to (milllength + lnaxlength)/2. 
Joint Jl Connects actuators Al and A2 to  the mneuvemble plate, and joint 52 
camects actuator A3 to the maneuverable plate. Parts of four circles w i t h  
theirintersect ians E, F, G and H are shown. These arcs represent the actrem 
values of the three actuators. ?he arc thmugh E and H is the minimUm 1- 
of actaaatom A2 and A3. The a m  through G and F represents the maximum values 
of actuators A2 and A3. ?he arc through E ard F is the m h h u m ,  the arc 
thmugh G and F the maxbm length of actuator Al. Thus, joint  J1 llhlst be 
inside the areii enclosed by E, F, G and H. If this joint  is located in one of 
an extreare position. 
these points, and actuator A3 is either minimal or  maxmal f the segment is in 
I 
:u 
I 
1 
I 
8 
1 
I 
I 
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In f i v  e, the same segment as in figure ml in a different position. 
Ihe segmnt is in an extreme position. Joint J1 is located in point F and 
a c t u a t a r A 3 i s ~  . Ihe dotted lines illustrate the same segment, w i t h  
j o i n t  J1 w e d  fm point F to point E. Again the segment is in an extreme . One arrclw position, for the lengths of actuators ~l and A2 are now rrrrmmal 
shaws the trajectory of the center of the maneuverable plate, when the 
nonlinear manewer- is based on the DOF variables. The other arrclw shows 
the pat3 of joint J1. Clearly, actuator Al gets ini t ia l ly  shorter, ard during 
e o n  becclplles longer. Because its length wmld acceed its minimUm value, the 
suggested raotion is not possible. The figure shms a situation where the 
nonlinear maneuver- algorithm based on DOF variables fails .  
. I  
Figure m3 assumes the .same situation as figure m2 w i t h  the eXCeptiOn the 
use of nonlinear maneuvering based on actuator lengths. The figure sham the 
behavior of the manewerable plate, while the segment is mved frcan one 
extrem position in the other. is done by changing the length of actuabr 
A2, step by step, fram its mximum to its minimum value. lxlring this motion, 
the length of actuators Al ard A3 w i l l  not change. Joint J1 w i l l  f o l l m  the 
arc froan point F to E. Since the length of the (maneuverable) plate is fixed, 
joint 52 can only m e  back and forth. !the shaded little circles shaw the 
trajectory of the center of the maneuverable plate. ?his figure shows the 
superiority of the nonlinear maneuvering algorithm based on actuator lengths. 
5.2.4. W i o n  Constraints. 
Motion in each degree of freedom can never exceed physical limitations 
on position. A segment is considered in its balanced position i f  a l l  the 
actuators are half extended, that is half way their  fully extended and 
retracted lengths. For each degree of freedom there exists a set of values of 
the other five degrees of freedm which w i l l  a l l aw  the maximLrm motion in that 
degree of freedm (see table tl) . ?his is called’the neutral position of the 
degree of fxeedom, which may be different fm the balanced position of the 
segmnt. only i n  neutral position, a degree of freedm can mch its absolute 
maximnu plus or  minus value. Because the actuators may be extended only 81.021 
an (31.898 in.), a displacement in =.degree of freedam changes the mxbm 
positions that may be obtained M v i d u a l l y  in each of the other five degrees 
of (see figure e). The closer one degree of freedom approaches its 
absolute plus or rainus maximLrm value, the mre the maxinnrm positians in  the 
&her five degrees of freedan m limited. [F’arrish73] presents a nethod to 
predict these position limits, based on the current orientation, of a six- 
-f-fxeedcm flight sirrailator platform. The results of tables tl and t2 
have been deter&& empirically. 
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The pwerful concept of a Flexible Arm Rabat allows an astronaut to 
reach any location around the space station without extra vehicular 
activities. lhis eliminates the necessity of wearing a space suit. FAR'S many 
degrees of freedcan, and cansequently great flexibility, required Welqxmnt 
of mre -lex cantrol algorithms. The kinematic solutions, mtion control 
algorithms, and its implementation in a graphical computer simulation are 
in this work. The direct kinematic algorithm offer a mthcd for 
drivhq the Flexible ?mu Robotls position ard orientation from the lengths of 
kinematic algorithm offer a its actuators, and visa versa. Ihe mdu-ect 
method to derive a Configuration for the Flexible Arm Robot for a given 
location of the control pod. A n o n l h w  goal-driven maneuvering Algorithm, 
w h i c h  uses these kinerratic equations to move the Flexible Arm Robot, has been 
developed. ?he validity of the algorithms has been prwen by its 
implenulrrtation i n  the amputer sinnilation. 
. .  
The sinnilation makes it possible to examine the dynamic properties of 
the Flexible A m  Robot. The sinnilation has shown that e.g. an equal-biased 
strategy restricts the flexibility of FAR. It appears that this strategy does 
nut allow a smoth motion of a fully exterded configuration. Study of the 
dynamic characteristics of the Flexible Arm Robot will be an issue for 
furtherresearch. 
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Illustration 3 
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Illustration 5 
Illustration 6 
. I .  
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IllLlStratim 1. 
ais picture shows the gra&cal representation of a segment. The yellaw 
hewhedrans represent the base and’maneuverahle plates. The red lines 
rep- the actuators. T h e  white dots are the joints. The green square 
symbolizes the Habitat M e  of the Space Station. The angle between base and 
manewerable plate is approximately 44 degrees. 
Illustration 2 
?tJlo segnm~ts. Ihe base plate of segment one shows the --axes and 
vertex w. T h e  configuration of both segmmts is the saxy3 (equal-biased 
strategy) 
- 
Illustration 3. 
?he green circle represents the control pcd and shuws the local location 
ard orientation of the xyz-axes. 
1llustrati.m 4. 
’his is a six-segment Flexible Arm Rabot. Each segment has a y- rotation 
of a??proxi.maWy 10 deqrees, and a translation h the x direction of 17.0 cm 
(6.7 inch). 
Illustration 5. 
Space Statim with a fifty Segmerrt Flexible Arm Rabot. ?he control pod 
is lccated at the left solar panel. The angle between the manewerable and 
base plate of each segmnt not mre than 1.1 degme. 
This is a top-view of the Space Station. Again, the Flexible Ann Rabat 
consists of fifty seqmnts. With a y=mtation of only 4.4 -, the 
ocartrol pod i s  able to reach the other side of the Space Station. 
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ocmpitd WENW m o p e  Robot, 
DOF-variable 
26.7 ( 10.5) 
-26.7 (-10.5) 
23.1 ( 9.1) 
-23.1 (-9.1) 
71.4 ( 28.1) 
16.5 ( 6.5) 
33.9 
-33.9 
. .  
49.6 
-49.5 
23.9 
-23.9 
Whole set D1-6 
( 26.7, 0, 52.6, 0, 0, 0 ) 
(-26.7, 0, 34.0, 0, 0, 0 ) 
( 0, 23.1, 46.7, 0, 0, 0 ) 
( 0,-23.1, 46.7, 0, 0, 0 ) 
( 0, 0, 71.4, 0, 0, 0 ) 
( 0, 0, 6.5, 0, 0, 0 1 
( 0, 11.9, 41.9, 33.9, 0, 2.1) 
( 0,-11.9, 41.9,-33.9, 0,-2.1) 
( 11.9, 0, 32.3, 0, 49.6, 0 ) 
(-17.0, 0, 30.5, 0,-49.5, 0 ) 
( 0, 0, 49.8, 0, 0, 23.9 ) 
( 0, 0, 49.8, 0, 0,-23.9 ) 
Table tl- Absolute plus/mhus maxima of DOF variables. 
StdtiC 
position 
4 
an (in.) 
19.1 (7.5) 
12.7 (5.0) 
6.4 (2.5) 
0.0 (0.0) 
-6.4 (2.5) 
-12.7 (5.0) 
-19.1 (7.5) 
position Limits 
?2 P3 D4 D5 D6 
an (in.) QI1 (in.) deg- deg- deg. 
+13.2 (5.2) - 
+23.1 (9.1) - 
- +22.9 (9.0) 
+23.1 (9.1) - 
+22.9 (9.0) 
- +22.9 (9.0) 
+13.2 (5.2) - 
60.2 (23.7) 
33.5 (13.2) 
64.8 (25.5) 
31.2 (12.3) 
68.3 (26.9) 
26.4 (10.4) 
71.4 (28.1) 
16.5 (6.5) 
68.6 (27.0) 
25.1 (9.9) 
64.8 (25.5) 
29.0 (11.4) 
60.2 (23.7) 
32.5 (12.8) 
- +9.0 
- +19.0 
- +20.5 
- +33.9 
- +22.2 
- +18.7 
- +9.4 
11.5 
-31.8 
19.2 
-37.5 
26.0 
-39.7 
29.3 
-31.1 
31.0 
-23.1 
34.6 
-15.5 
44.1 
-8.4 
- +5.8 
- +11.2 
- +17.4 
- +23.9 
- +18.1 
- +12.3 
- +6.7 
Table t2 - Plus and Minus maximnu values of the other five DOF 
variables for a fixed value of the x-translation k. 
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FIGURE P l  SERVICING A S A T E L L I T E  
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figure p2 - Flexible Arm Robot 
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figure p3 - Two Segments 
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figure p4 - One Segment 
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I-------------I width = 6.2548 cm (2.4625 in.) 
I height = 7.620 cm (3.000 in.) 
t i length = 92.464 cm (36.403 in.) 
Actuator (extended) 
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Actuator (retracted) 
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figure p5 - Parts of a segment 
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figure gl - Triangular shaped Hexagon 
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figure 92 - DOF-variables D, segment u 
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figure 93 - Coordinates Vertices Base Plate 
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figure 94 - Coordinates Maneuverable Plate Segment u 
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figure 95 - Actuator lengths A ,  segment u 
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figure k l  
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figure k2 
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figure k3 
figure k4 
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figure m l  - Segment in balanced position 
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figure m2 - Maneuvering based on DOF variables 
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figure m3 - Maneuvering based on actuator lengths 
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